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Different men differ as to their favorite kind o f rifle. Practically all airree, however, on U. M. C
Cartridges. A glimpse at the interior o f most any hunting shack presents these facts. There is a
reason U. M. C. Cartridges are made to fit and are tested in all the different styles of rifles made by
the different arms companies.
E very rifle does better shooting with U. M ’ C. Cartridges.

THE U N ION M E TA LLIC CARTRIDGE CO.,
Agency, 313 Broadway, New York City.
Depot, 86-88 First Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Bridgeport, Conn.

There are a great many very attractive fishing and summer resorts in Maine,
but there is only one

RANGELEY

LAKE

HOUSE.

This is the distributing point /o r the great Rangeley Lakes region. It is
reached by one day’ s ride from Boston. Strictly first-class service is found here.
Many o f our patrons say that there is nothing wanting. W e have trout and
salmon fishing, g olf, tennis, boating, beautiful drives and walks. W rite for
illustrated booklet to the
RANGELEY LAKES HOTEL COMPANY, Rangeley, Maine.
Joh n B. M arble, President.
Henry M. Barrows, Treasurer.

W e Are Already

To offer you a good place in which to have a good
time, also the best fly-fishing tp be had in MaineIt is not for the firm o f Ed Grant & Sons to tell you o f the merits o f Seven Ponds and
Kennebago. W e let our friends do that but we do guarantee you the best o f service in every
respect. Our guests wi 1 be glad to know that we have added some of the latest improvements to
our camps, such as the Victoria Acetylene Gas Plant, also repairs on our camps and completion
of new log camps, thus combining all the comforts o f civilization with the delights o f the woods.
W e already have the best o f telephone and t elegraph service.
W e wish to call special attention to the extension o f our ticket line. Tickets can be bought
in all o f the principal cities east o f Buffalo to Loon Lake. Kennebago and return. This new
arrangement saves you money. Price o f tickets Boston to Kennebago and return, $14.50; New
York to Kennebago and return, via Sound lines, $22.50; via all rail, $24.50 (either via Boston or
via W orcester and Portland.) Our buckboards are in constant attendance on all trains, or boats
arriving at Rangeley. The Maine Steamship Company sell tickets from New York to Portland
and return fo r $8.00: Portland to Kennebago anu return, $10.60.
Parties can leave Boston at 9 o ’clock a. m., on either the Eastern or Western division of the
Boston & Maine railroad for Portland, Maine Central to Farmington and the Sandy River
and Phillips & Rangeley railroads to Rangeley, or from Portland via Maine Central to Rumford Junction, Portland & Rumford Falls railroad to South Rangeley and the Rangeley
Lakes steamboats to Rangeley.
New Train Service—In addition to the former transportation facilities, sleepers will run
each way between Boston and Rangeley every night, Sundays included, through the season of
1906. Trains reach Rangeley in time for breakfast. The schedule will take effect June 4, 1906.
Train leaves Boston at 10 p. m., arriving at Rangeley at 7.30 a. m. Returning train leaves
Rangeley at 6.30 p. m., arriving in Boston early the next morning.
ED GRANT & SONS, Kennebago or Beaver Pond, Maine.

All This

m

These shells give an open pattern
at from 25 to 30 yards in choke
bore guns. They are loaded in
“ Leader” and “ Repeater” brands.

The

W hite

F R A N K H. B ALL, Owner and manager, Grand Lake Stream, Washington Co., Me

FISHING!

FISHING!

When the ice goes out
1
will give you nice fly fishing the first day for
K O W P
i O H ) f l ^ trout and salmon. " Everything first-class for
T v v W
-L v y J .A v A .k J
y Qur com fort.
Every month is spent with
pleasure at this place. Try it early if possible, if not, come later with your fam 
ily and have your best time in the Maine Woods. Send for circulars to
H. W. M A XFIE LD , Bingham, Maine.

P IC K F O R D ’ S

CAMPS.

Spring and Fall.
D IN IN G ROOM

All guests have separate log Camps. Special inducements for families
by the season. Send for prices and particulars.
H e n r y E. P i c k f o r d , Rangeley, Maine.

Mooselookmeguntic

House.

I have leased the Mooselookmeguntic
House and Log Cabins, situated on the
shore o f Mooselookmeguntic Lake, being
the nearest place to the best fishing
grounds in the Rangeley Lake region.
Best trout and salmon fishing, good part
ridge and deer hunting, also excellent fly
fishing in ponds near by. The hotel is
centrally located having the advantage of
good fishing within a few feet o f the piaz
zas and pleasant walks and drives near
hotel.
n a v e been associated with Mr. Theoodore L. Page fo r several years in the
management o f this hotel and^ cabins, and
am thoroughly acquainted with the busil
ness andthe Rangeley Lake region. Alt
white help employed. Will open abouMay 10th. Send fo r free circular.
F. B. BU RN S, Proprietor,
Haines Landing,
FISH ERM EN !

Rangeley Lakes, Me.
H UN TERS !

If you are undecided where to go fishing or
hunting, write for information to
W alt er D. H in d s , Taxidermist. Portland, Me

Taken in 2 hours fishing near Mooselookmeguntic
House

Send y ou r Heads and Fish for mounting to W '
F . Hatch, Cornish, Me. Carved panels, prices
no higher.
M OCCASIN S. All kinds. First-class workman
ship. Catalogue free.
M. L. Getchell & Co., Monmouth. Me.

Where to Go Fishing.
Ask M a in e W oods Information Bureau fo r
circulars and particulars. Phillips. Me. Send
btamps.

R E SO R T R A IL R O A D S

W HERE TO GO HUNTING.
A sk M a in e W oods information Bureau for
circulars and particulars. Phillips, Maine.

BI G

BAGS.

R E S O R T R A IL R O A D S

“ In The Maine W oods,”

The Fishing and
Vacation Season is
not complete with
out a trip to

Sportsmen’s Guide Book,
9th Annual Edition
Published by the

BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.

Fox Killed W ith Stones.

The
Rangeley Lakes,
Reached direct by

The Rumford Falls Line.
Through Pullman parlor cars be
tween Potrland, Bemis, S. Rangeley
and Oquossoc during the Tourist
season.
New Booklet and time-table mailed upon
application to

R. C. BRADFORD
Traffic Manager, - Portland, Me.

Hook In Trouts Mouth.

SANDY

RIVER

RAILROAD.

< . The cut accompanying this advertisement will serve to impress upon
readers, the fact that before long, the

RANGELEY LAKES AND DEAD RIVER REGION

Woodchucks Long Sleep.

An odd pet owned by a Brunswick
family, is a woodchuck which lives in
a hole near the rtar c f the house,
and always co Ties out when the s k im 
ming of he milk is going on, in which
he appears to be very much interested.
I Last fall he seemed to be very sleepy
and disappeared, and nothing more
was seen o f him until Fast Day, when
he reappeared. He had been in a state
of hibernation for seven months and
j one day. He was veryglad to see the
family and was in very good flesh desi pite his long winter’ s sleep.
—

Fishing the Best

HAKE

Ask Your Dealer To Get Them.

Will he thronged with visitors looking for TROUT and SALMON
FUHING. We want to impress upon your mind that those who go will find
what they are looking for viz: Trout and Salmon.
Go via Maine Central and Sandy River Railroads. Wri„e for free booklet.

A Very Peculiar Fish.

Trout and Salmon

M A IN C A M P

THEY

Mailed anywhere for 10 cents in stamps.
A Massachusetts man is looked upon
Address Guide B ook 6, Bangor, Maine,
as a veritable David for stone slinging.
He was walking in the woods when his
C. C. BROWN, Gen’l Pass’ r Agent,
dog that accompanied him, jumped a
fox. The hunter’s gun was at home,
so just for fun he grabbed up a stone An Illustrated Folder and Map
— TELLS W H Y —
and slung it at Reynard. Imagine the
man’ s surprise when he found he had BLAKESLEE LAKE CAMPS
hit the fox and had killed him, the with its varied phases of sport and summer life
is one o f the most delightful resorts in the world.
stone hitting him in the neck fractur
JOSEPH H, WHITE, Prop’r., Eustis, Me.
ing the spinal column.
Patronized by a select class o f Sportsmen only.

One o f the Rangeley village boys,
while fishing at Mr. Porters wharf,
caught a 2-pound trout and in its
mouth he found three fish hooks besides
the one he caught him with. The lad
says that a line hung from one o f the
hooks in the trouts mouth and that this
For The White House guests. Finest landlocked salmon fishir g in the stateTrout, togue, pickerel and perch also abundant. Best o f moose, deer and bear line was so rotten that it would hardly
hunting; plenty o f duck, partridge, woodcock and snipe shooting; iaeal canoeing hold together.
So it must have been
House, The Birches and L og Camps in the trouts mouth a year or two.

with open fires—offer every com fort and convenience for guests. Excellent table. In beautiful
location overlooking lake, stream and village. Come early; you’ll want to stay late. Houseopen from
May 1 toNovember 1. Send for booklet.

SUPPLIES

“ BRUSH SH ELLS”
The Thing For Bird Shooting.

Killed Skunk Quickly.

A certain proprietor o f a Maine
hotel, is regarded as a sure shot and
the effective manner in which he dis
posed o f a large skunk one night
proves that his skill is not' over
estimated. He had noticed that the
bees in one of his hives had been grow
ing beautifully less and that marks as
if something had scratched there, were
on the bottom board o f the hive near
where the bees go in and come out. A
man was set to watch one night. He
had not long to wait for soon a skunk
came and commenced to scratch on the
board; this performance caused the
bees to crawl out.
The skunk ate
them as fast as they appeared. The
man notified the proprietor, who came
out with the old gun and shot the
skunk, killing him so suddenly that not
a particle of odor was noticed.

SPORTSM EN ’S

WINCHESTER

Salmon In The Ice.

C. A. Spaulding writes under recent j
date from Pierce Pond camps as
follows: For fish oddities I found a
6 pound salmon about May 1 frozen
into the ice; he was in a good state of
preservation, the ice was about 15
inches thick and the salmon was about
half way down. How did he get there?

PRICE 3 CENTS

A collector o f strange fishes was
showing a friend some of his specimens.
He said: “ I told him to wait a few
minutes and I wonld show him somei thing that would surprise him. The
fish was liberally sprinkled with small
white spots on the back and sides,
these being placed so as to form tra
verse bands
around the creature.
Under my directions a small aquarium
was placed in the centre of his office
and the windows shades pulled down so
as to make the room dark.
“ I then placed the fish in the aquariam. For a minute or two we sat
in silence watching the tank, when
suddenly a flash o f light was seen
through the glass sides. For several
minutes this was followed by inter
mittent flashes o f light, and then sud
den ly a streak o f bright light burst
fourth, illuminating the tank.
“ This streak seemed to run up and
down the body o f the fish, creating the
appearance o f clouds of light passing
over it. Cries o f admiration burst
forth almost involuntarily from the
beholders at the magnificient sight,
and all wanted to know how it was
done.
“ Raising the curtain I showed them
what caused the phenomena. The fish
had the power o f illuminating the white
spots on his body at will and was able
to do so either singly or altogether, thus
being able to direct the light in any di
rection desired. Unfortunately for the
curious sightseers o f this city the fish
died before it could be placed on ex
hibition.

F. N. BEAL, Supt., Phillips, Maine.

In The Great North Woods
Filled with shady nooks, cool lakes, charming re
treats,

sparkling brooks

with

fish

and game;

the

bracing air charged with the delightful odors o f the bal
sam and the fir; pure, cold water everywhere, free from
contamination;

THE MAINE WOODS REGION
^offers facilities for summer residences for the millionaire
the clerk, the banker or the tired worker, the professor
or the student, that can scarcely be duplicated anywhere else in the world.

The ^Fishing Season Opens in Maine
in April for Trout and Salmon
and the Big Game Season opens October 1st, for Deer, and October 15th, for
Moose in Maine and September 15th for Moose, Caribou and Deer in New Bruns
wick.
I f the Winter Fag or the Spring Ennui is on you, ask the

MAINE

CENTRAL

PASSENGER DEPARTMENT,

RAILROAD,

R A ILW AY SQUARE,

PORTLAND, ME.,

Where to go to be rid o f it.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice Pres, and Gen. Mgr.

JO B

F. E. BOOTHBY,
Gen’ l Passenger Agent.

PRINTING.

We are prepared to do all kinds of Hotel and Camp Printing in
the’best possible manner.
We have a new press that is especially adapted for the high
est grade of this work.
MAINE WOODS, Phillips, Maine.

MAINE

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,

MAINE,

JUNE

have special mention. Master Carrol
; Marble, the little son of Wm. M. Mar] ble who has great luck fishing from the
j wharf where he has caught 21 trout and
1two salmon, all good size but under
three pounds.
The Hotel Co. are building a large
[stable 40x60 feet, just beyond the railI road track which will be the finest in
the country.
A n ew
T h e Vlarfin Baby Featherw eight Repeater,
Hei e the herd o f nearly 20 cows will
caliber repeating ride w h ich w eigh s
h igh -grad e
be kept. There is on one floor room to
keep the automobiles, and everything
ou n ces!
on ly
pounds
will be convenient and well furnished.
The ff7rrr//n standard of accuracy is
But this gun is no toy. It is a new and
maintained in the highest degree by the
business-like rifle. It combines all the good
The trees that were planted on the
old ffla r/in . features—solid top, side ejec most careful boring and the deepest
hotel grounds last season are looking
grooving, which last care gives the bar
tion and simple mechanism — with the
rel about double the life of the product
newer sliding forearm action which is so
[ well; out o f 150 only two had to be reof other rifle makers.
easy to work without spoiling the aim.
|placed this spring.
Take a J /la r/ifi Featherweight on your
The reduction of cost and weight is pos
fishing trip or to the summer camp. Take
As yet the names of but two ladies
itively not at the expense of Z72ar/in qual
one home to the farm or wherever your
ity. The high standard f/fa r /i/i drop
appear on the record, Mrs. E. Guckenvacation
finds
you,
and
see
what
pleasure
forgings a**e used in the breech block,
heimer o f New Yorx who has a 4 1-2,
a good, light .22 caliber repeater can add
frame and inside working parts. The
to your outing.
rifle has the pleasant ZTllzrfin balance.
3 1-2 and 3-pound salmon to her credit
It
is
an
ideal
squirrel
rifle
and
can
be
Both .22 short and .22 long-rifle cartridges
and her friend Mrs. J. Stern a 4 1-2relied
upon
to
get
all
the
killing
power
can, by means of an extra carrier, be used
there is out of any .22 cartridge in hunt
pound salmon.
in the same gun—a fflarSin feature which
ing any sort of small game.
all rifle shooters greatly enjoy.
Mr. J. E. Raytolds o f East Orange,
I f you r dealer cannot supply you w rite us direct. A complete description o f this
little rifle is given in our iqob Catalogue. Sent FREE fo r s ix cents postage.
N. J., who has been coming here for
many seasons was welcomed Monday by
TZZar/fnjftrearms Gx,33Willow St., New Haven, Ct. old
friends.
On M ty 9, the Beauseant Commanthe M. C. R. R., who runs from Port dery K. T. o f Malden and ladies, about
RANGELEY LAKE HOUSE.
land to Farmington on the noon train, is 300 strong are to arrive at this hotel for
greatly enjoying a week’s vacation here, a stay of four days.
RECORD BREAKING SEASON THUS and the box o f trout and salmon that he
The following is the fish record for
sent home today prove him to be a gocd the past week: May 23, C. P. Stevens,
FAR FOR THE HOUSE.
Malden, 3-pound salmon. Aaron Soule,
fisherman.
33 Salmon, 4 Trout Last Week’s Fish
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Jackson o f Boston guide. Mrs. J. Stern, New York,
Record.
Many
Prominent People came last Friday, and as usual will pass 4 1-2-piurd Earner; Mtll Tibbetts,

SPO RTSM EN ’S SUPPLIES
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.22

10
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Now Tarrying at the Hotel.
(Special Correspondence to M a in e W oods.)

R a ng eley L ake H ou se,
R a n g e l e y , May 30, 1906.

June days have come and the spring
has passed. This hotel has been open
two weeks and there have been more
guests entertained than ever before in
May.
For some, the fishing has been extra.
While “ not all who fish catch fish” yet
the record that hangs in this office
shows that more weighing three pounds
and over, have been taken since the ice
left the lake than ever before in the
same length o f time.
This last week 34 salmon and three
trout are reported, and those smaller
are not spoken o f; yet if one went fish
ing any where else except at the
Rangeleys a two pound trout will be
considered a “ fe lle r,"
On Saturday and on Sunday Capt.
Hamilton Perkins o f Boston caught
four record fish, the eight weighing
over 30 pounds.
Two 6-pound salmon and four 5-pound
ers, the others weighing from 3 to 4
pounds, is the week’ s record.
a few weeks here before going to An
Mr. and Mrs. James Freeman o f Bos
dover where they spend their summers.
ton were here for a short stay on their
Mr. Charles P. Stevens is for a few
way to T pond near Eustis, where for
days at his camo. Viva Vale on the
several weeks they are camping.
Narrows, below Upper Dam, and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. William Cunningham and
Stevens is for the week in Malden.
daughter of New York stopped here on
Mrs. J. B. Marble is for a few days
their arrival and have now opened their
in Portland.
summer home on the lake shore. With
One fisherman whose name does not
their coachman driving the handsomest
appear
on the records surely should
pair o f horses ever seen here, they at
tract much admiration as they drive over
the country.
M A P S .
Last Wednesday the railroad commis
M a in e W oods has frequent enquire s
sioners came with a special train that
for maps o f the fishing regions of the
was the first to run on the extension to
state, etc., *>nd we can furnish the fol
the hotel grounds. Everyone expressed
lowing Maine maps:
much interest in the train service that
Rangeley and Megantic districts,
50c
begins next Monday, when one can
Rangeley and Megantic districts,
leave New York late in the afternoon
very large,
50c
and take breakfast at this hotel the
Moosehead and Aroostook districts, 50c
next morning. Three daily trains di
Millinocket and Munsungan lakes, $1.00
rect from New York and Boston, makes
Maine, Northern, for sportsmen
Rangeley fishing easy to reach.
and lumbermen,
50c
The three Bostonians, Capt. H. G.
Franklin County,
50c
Colby, Capt. Hamilton Perkins and
Oxford County,
50c
Charles F. Hutchins, are greatly enjoy
Somerset County,
50c
ing their outing and Capt. Perkins is
Aroostook County,
50c
high line among the guests here for the
Piscataquis County,
50c
past week.
Washington County,
50c
J.
B. Flaherty of New York was very
Outline map o f Maine, 30x36 in.
$1.00
proud o f his 7-pound salmon and his
Geological map o f Maine,
35c
friends cannot tell a better fish story.
R. R. map o f Maine,
35c
Percy Gardiner no doubt could have,
50c
U. S. map, size 18x29,
if the big salmon that for nearly two
Androscoggin County,
35c
hours took him over the lake, had not
Cumberland County,
35c
escaped with part o f his tackle,
Hancock County,
50c
Mr. Gardiner and A. T. Sansbury
Kennebec County,
35c
went from here to Belgrade lakes for
Knox County,
35c
the bass fishing. The other members
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties,
35c
of the party, J. H. Spofford, O. B.
Penobscot County,
50c
Newhouse, M. C. Migel and H. C. OunWaldo County,
35c
nele returning to New York.
York County,
35c
J.
W. Cassell and wife o f New York,
LOTTED TIMBERLANDS.
who for a week have been at Grant’ s
Aroostook County, section plans
Camps, Kennebago where they had a
Nos. 3, 4 and 5, from Grand
fine time, returned home Wednesday.
Lake to Fort Kent,
50c
The following party came Tuesday
Hancock County, section plan Na.
via Farmington on their way to Up
2,
50c
per Dam: Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Eddy, of
Penobscot County, section plans
Webster, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. E. Bart
Nos. 3 and 4,
$1.00
lett, Mrs. E. N. Bartlett and son of No.
Piscataquis County, section plans
Oxford, Mass.
Nos. 1, 3 and 6,
$1.25
E. S. Lowe, the popular conductor on
Somerset County, section plan No.
6, and Franklin Co. map,
$1.00
W. E. TIBBETS
Washington County, section plans,
Nos. 2 and 3,
$1.00
DEALER IN
Oxford County section, see Oxford
General Merchandise, Campers
county map,
50c
Supplies, Groceries of all kinds.
Postage paid upon receipt o f price.

Rangeley,

-

-

Maine.

MAINE WOODS, Phillips, Maine.

1,

1906.

SPO R TSM E N ’S SUPPLIES
A. S. ARNBURG,

-

Builder o f Rangeley Boats.

H.

MOUNTAIN VIEW HOUSE.

Rangeley, Maine.
Write for prices.

M. BARRETT, Weld, Maine.
Builder of Fine Cedar Boats,

FISHING AND SPIRITS GOOD IF THE
WEATHER IS BAD.

IS r “Write for price list and descriptive Catalog.

Mr. Noyes a

Mo rr i s Canv as Canoes
Unequaled in strength.

Beautiful in Finish.

Visitor

Here For

Several

Seasons Gets His Record Fish.

Dam

on Party Joined by Friends.
[Special correspondence to M a in e W oods .]
M

Send for Circular of Special Indian Model.

o u n t a in

V

ie w

,

May 29, 1906.
B. N. MORRIS; - - Veazie, Maine. I The fishermen have fished in the rain
as contented and happy during the past
week as when the days were bright and
clear, for the trout and salmon have
been hungry and ready for a strike.
We Have in Stock:
Everyone has been successful from the
little fellow who has fished from the
1 6 -F t. “ A u to -J u n io r.”
Fishing Launch, complete with 11-2 h. p. motor, wharf to the lazy fisherman who did not
automobile steer ng wheel, steel plate rudder,
start out with his guide until 3 o ’ clock
etc. $125.00.
Same, with 3 h. p. motor, $150.00.
in the afternoon.
1 8 -F t. “ A u to -S e n ior.”
All are glad to welcome Mr. E. O.
Round Torpedo Stern, Hull lined, bulkheads
under both decks, seated lengthwise, 3 h. p. Noyes o f Brockton, Mass., who was in
motor, $175.00.
San Francisco at the time o f the earth
2 2 -F t. Extra Fancy Gentleman’s Launch.
Torpedo stern, 2 cylinder, nickel trimmed motor, quake. Mr. N. will as usual, spend
full nickel trimmed, including rails fore and aft, most o f the summer here.
cushions, chairs, etc. Birdseye maple and cherry
decks, paneled interior, $500.00.
“ I have caught my record fish, a 32 5 -F t. Torpedo Stern F am ily Launch.
pound salm on" and now he will let the
Fancy decks, roomy, seaworthy, safe, 2-cyl., 6 others make a record.
h. p. motor. Rev. propeller, $415.00.
Same, with 2-cyl., 10 h p. motor, Rev. propeller,
G. R. Coyle and E. R. Kimball o f
$535.00.
Boston are here for a ten days' fishing
Quick Delivery—
trip.
Subject to prior sale Dr. and Mrs. C. M. Bisbee o f Rumford Falls are here this week.
If interested wire order, follow
The Damon party have been joined by
F. Nichols and J. Shirreff o f Fitchburg,
with letter.
Mass, who came Saturday. Mr. Dam
EDSON BOAT COMPANY
on is keeping his fame as a fisherman,
Box, 226 Skaneateles, N. Y. for during the past week he has record
ed three salmon o f 3, 4 and 5 pounds and
FISHING RODS
a 3-pound trout and the smaller ones
New store on Rangeley Lake House don't count.
rounds.
Call and see my line o f
Mr. F. J. Pierce o f Gardiner, Mass.,
angeley Wood and Split Bamboo Rods.
is
the
one whose name has been inscrib
E. T. H O A R ,
ed five times this week on the fish
Rangeley,
Maine.
record, for he has caught a 3 and a 3 1-4
INDIAN STORE.
pound trout, and salmon o f 3 1-4, 3 1-2
PETER M. NICOLA R of the Penobscot tribe and 3 pounds.
from Old Town, Maine,Dealer in all kinds of fancy
J. H. Prince o f Brookline, Mass., has
Indian baskets, war clubs, bows and arrows, great
ly improved high grade goods, bark work, beaded taken some good ones, although none
moccassins, Indian slippers, baskets to order any
style, beaded articles, etc Main Street, Rangeley, over 4 pounds.
Maine.
The fishing on Rangeley lake never
was better and as many as can hire a
boat come over from the big lake for
You need a beautiful souvenir post card o f your the day’ s sport.
Camp, Cottage. Yacht or Hotel. Your friends
Seven gentleman and their guides
will appreciate this little attention.
If your
place is for sale, to let, or you wish to fill your who came from Haines Landing have
hotel our
just started out from here.
CARDS OF QUALITY
Miss Ida Newton o f Rumford Falls
(solar Prints)
will do it. Nearly every hotel is now using post caught a 4 pound trout here on Monday.
cards for advertising purposes. Thousands of
H. W. Northey and friend Wm. W.
person® are making post card collections to show
and entertain their friends. We will make you Coolidge of Salem were here on their
500 solar print post cards for $6: 1,000 for $10.
Hand coloring, any number, 50c per 100 extra. return from a two weeks sojourn at
We are making a specialty of putting up post
cards in “ open view envelopes” for railroad trade, the cottage on the lake.
in packages o f 4, 6 and 10 views. We can furnish
Their box o f fish proved their
views on nearly any railroad in the United States,
success.
guide. J. Stern, New York, 5 1-4- sample and list for a stamp.
Arthur H. Pray o f Boston who with
pound salmon; Mell Tibbetts, guide. GLOBE A RT CO., Stamford, Conn.
Card Department.
his family spent three months last
C. A. Taft, Whitensville, 3 1-4-pound
season occupying the big cottage, is
salmon;
E. Haley, guide. Edward
here with two friends, Edwin B. Cox
Malley, New Haven, Ct., two salmon
Established 1851
and W. P. Defriey o f Brooklin, Mass.,
o f 4 pounds each, Wm. L imb guide.
W
aterproof
for a fishing trip and to complete
May 24, E. Guckenhenier, New
arrangements for the coming o f his
York, 6-pound salmon; 3-pound trout;
B. McCard and L.
I Isaac Tibbets, guide. Mrs. Guckenhe5- Hand Made M o c c a s i n s family in June.
Haley are their guides.
|ner,
4 1-2-pound salmon.
H. H.
from Indian tanned bull,
John A. Dady o f Putnan, Conn.,
Chandler, Boston, 4 3-4-pound trout;
moose. Also hunting and
with W. L. and F. S. Kennedy are
41-4-pound salmon;
John Wilbur,
sporting boots.
here for a week and having good luck.
guide.
Hamilton Perkins,
Boston,
W. A. Garrigues o f Plainfield, N. J.,
4- pound salmon; M. Tibbetts, guide. Guaranteed to give sat
who is for the first time trying the
H. G. 0 . Colby, Boston, 4 1-4-pound isfaction.
Rangeley fishing.
Jess Ross is his
Made to measure from
salmon; Harry Qaimby, guide. Edward
guide
and
he
is
greatly
pleased with
Malley, New Haven,
Conn., 3 1-2 Empire calf and light
his success.
and 4-pound salmon; Wm. Lamb, moose, from patterns and
styles exclusively o u r
guide.
THE BIRCHES N E W S .
May 25, Percy Gardiner, New York, own.
5- pound salmon; G. H. Huntoon, guide. Our Indian dressing the
Damp Weather Made Some “ Fish” by
A. T. Sansbury, New York, 4 1-2- best water e x c l u d e r
Camp Fire.
pound and 3-pound salmon; G H. known.
Huntoon, guide.
H. H. Chandler,
Catalog for the asking.
(Special correspondence to M a in e W oods.)
Boston,
31-2-pound salmon; John
T h e B ir c h e s , May 29, 1906.
Wilbur, guide.
The rainy days o f the past few weeks
May 26, Wm. C. Miller, Augusta,
W M . N.GOKEY SHOE CO,Jamestown,N.Y have not dampened the enthusiasm o f
3 1-4-pound salmon. H. H. Chandler,
the fishermen, although some have
Gokey Building.
Boston,
4 1-4-pound salmon; John
done most o f their fishing by the camp
Wilbur, guide. >C. A. Taft, Whitens
fire.
ville, 6-pound salmon; E. Haley, guide. Mexican Palm Leaf Hat 50 c.
On Saturday some 30 guests arrived,
Mrs.
E. Guckenheiner, New York,
An ideal hat for fishing, camping, and the sea the well known Hall party among
3 1-2-pound salmon; I. Tibbetts, guide. shore. No hat procurable at double the price we
ask is as suitable for the hunter, camper or fish them,and “ a happy seven " they are
Hamilton Perkins, Boston, 3, 3 1-4, erman as our hand-woven Mexican Palm Leaf
Hats. These are woven entirely by hand by skilled Messrs. John A. Hall, C. T. Hill, G.
3 1-2 pound salmon; 4-pound trout; Mell Mexicans
in Mexico, from strong palm fibre, es C.
Winter o f Southbridge, Mass.,
pecially for us, and we import them direct. They
Tibbetts, guide.
are double weave, durable and light in weight.
Wm. F. Edleson, T. F. Baxter, Wm.
May 28, C. A. Taft, Whitinsville,
This hat is Smith, J. P. A lcott o f Boston. They
light w e i g h t
4 3-4-pound salmon; E. Haley, guide.
bu t very strong have
camps Idlewile, Forest Island
w i t h colored
H. H. Chandler, Boston, 3-pound sal
derign woven and Wood Nook. Their guides are
mon: J. Wilbur, guide. E. Guckenhiein brim It re Jack McKinnon, Bob Martin, Charles
tails for $1.00,
ner, New York, 4-1-4 pound salmon.
but we send it I Moore.
to any address,
Mrs. Guckenheiner, 3-pound salmon;
pret aidt f o r
Isaac Tibbetts, guide. J. Reynolds,
only 5)c, as a
Lucky Temple Fisherman.
leader.
The
same
hat
in
plain
design
or the
East Orange, 5 3-4-pound salmon; Ed two hats—one colored ana one plain for40c.
75c. All
Frank Gilbert was one o f the lucky
Hoar,
guide.
Hamilton Perkins, sizes: large, medium and small.
This hat is similar grade
fisherman on the Crooks o f Temple last
Boston, 3 1-2, 31-2, 4 1 2, 5 pound to the above, but plain
design, larger size, taller
week. We do not know the number
salmon; M. Tibbetts, guide.
crown, and with 6 inch
but they nearly filled a large sized fish
May 29,
E. Guckenheiner, New brim, yet weighs only six
ounces. Regular $1.50
basket.
York, 3 1-4-pound salmon; I. Tibbetts, value.sent prepaid for
75c. An ideal fisher
guide. Geo, L. Fogg, Portland, 3 3-4- man’s
hat. All sizes.
W ill Fish In Canada.
Send for cur
pound salmon. Ed Lowe Portland,
illustrated book
3-pound salmon; Harry Quimby, guide. let of Mexican
Sheriff W. S. Tuttle o f Cheshire coun
hats free to any
E. Guckenheiner, New York, 3 1-2- address.
ty, Keene, N. H., writes that he will
Buffalo N. Y.
pound salmon; I. Tibbetts, guide.
make his fishing trip to Lake St. Johns,
9-15-05. Myse
Hamilton Perkins, Boston, 3 1-4-pound and wi e spent
Canada, this summer.
salmon; M. Tibbetts, guide. L. B. a month under
your MexicanLucky Strong Lady.
Rand, New
Haven,
Ct., 3-pound ican sombreros you sent us some time ago. They
much admired by residents at the lakes.—H.
Mrs.
F.
L.
Dyer o f Strong landed a 5salmon; Edward Malley, New Haven, were
E. Spaulding.
ponnd togue at Sweet’ s pond the first o f
C t., 3 3-4-pound salmon; Wm. Lamb,
FRANCIS E. LESTER COMPANY,
Department Z6,
Mesilla Park, N. M. the week.
guide.
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SPO RTSM EN ’ S SUPPLIES

THE

SMOKELESS.

BRAND

------ O F -------

AMMUNITION

A t Nashville, Term., May 15-17.

The Southern Handicap Was W on

1,

Which

has attained

Popularity

Because o f Superiority.

By C. G. Spencer, who broke 98 ex 100 from
the 20 yard mark.

First Am ateur Average Was Won
By H. D. Freeman, o f Atlanta, Ga. who
broke 387 out o f 400.

Manufactured by
STATES CARTRIDGE COMPANY,
Lowell, Mass., U. S. A.

They used
3

DUPONT SMOKELESS.

A

The Eureka Sight
Finder. (Patented.)

A gun attachme nt which as
sures a quick and accurate
sight. It can be adjusted to
any gun stock by the Sportsman himself in five minutes.
Price $1.00. Send for descrip
tive illustrated circular with
testimonial.

.• fv
* 'i

C

TH E EU R E K A SIGHT F IN D E R CO., Incorporated. 3417 M t. Pleasant St.. W ashington, D. C

UP AT KINEO.

i artificial flies which were used in con
nection.
The Tisdale, party o f Leominster,
FISHING BOOMING AT KINEO AND
Mass., including Leon A. Tisdale, A.
MANY OLD TIMERS HERE.
A. Tisdale, Hamilton P. Bassett, Elmer
The “ Crouching Coguars” on Deck. Com H. Bates, Frank Cook and Dr. G. H.
missioner R.ng Gets the Legal Limit. Woodbury, will complete its visit during
the week. Some splendid strings o f
A Forenoon’s Fishing. Party Enter
trout and togue have been taken, but
tained at the Night Hawk Club and the members prefer to flash theirjtotal
Find Fishing Excellent.
catch upon the waiting public, rather
than give it out in installments. A- A.
(Special correspondence to M a in e W oods .)
Tisdale went out Thursday and E. B.
K in e o , M o o s e h e a d L a k e ,
May 28, 1906.
Kingham and F. S. Farnsworth, joined
Perfect weather, excellent fishing the party later in the week.
and the unusual combination o f fly fish
Over at Sand Bar Farm, the Camp

cast from the same mould and colored
from the same palette.

W A N T S , FO R SALE, ETC.
Price i cent a word each insertion.
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Kerenes of
Stamps or cash with order.

St. Louis, are much upon the water and
always with good success, Mr. Kerene
best trout being 4 1-4 pounds. They
will remain sometime longer; in fact,
are considering spending the entire
season here.

j TA7A.NTED—A

Julius Oelbermann o f Philadelphia,
comes for a long sojourn and will re
gain strength with the fly rod.
He
tried his luck for the first time last
week and has been out daily since.

ing and trolling are combining to de Comfort club is making merry and
light the hearts o f the small army o f taking many fine fish, the party includ
anglers which is assembled here from ing John Booth, Alonzo Hazard, Fred
all sections o f the country. Never have Crawford, Milton Paine, Charles E.
the catches been more generally satis Harrison and Fred L. Parker. Judge
factory or the fishermen been better W ilfred Bolster and William P. McKin
satisfied with themselves and the world. ney o f Boston, spent a portion o f the
There is life in the air, there is week at the camp after their usual
glory in the sunshine and the trout are custom.
Among the big individual catches Mr.
eager. What more could the sports
and Mrs. G. D. B. Bonbright o f
men ask for!
An eager group each evening awaits
the return o f the fisherman and wit
nesses the spreading out o f the creels
upon the lawn in front o f the hotel, and
no evening is disappointing. Trout by
the score there have been, plenty o f
togue and several handsome salmon,
totaling hundreds o f pounds in weight.
In the big records o f the Foster par
ty o f Boston, including Mr. and Mrs.
A. D. Foster, Master Francis Foster
and J. G. Wildman, have been conspicious in that they have kept a care
ful record o f their trip, landing in ten
days 100 trout and a few togue weigh
ing 250 pounds, and including trout and
salmon weighing 4-pounds each. In
spite o f this showing the party left
Thursday noon feeling that their “ luck
had hardly been as good as “ usual.
It must be remembered, however, that
this party has been annual visitors for
years, and their records usually lead.
The “ Crouching C ougars” including
Charles A . Peeling, F. H. Lothrop, L.
E. Small, C. G. Small, A. S. Tripp,
Charles A . Brown, William P. Church,
Whitman Sawyer, S. B. Spencer, A u g Rochester, N. Y ., hold an important
ustus Fales and William I. Blumberg place, their strings for last Tuesday
had excellent fishing, but total numbeis and Wednesday numbering forty-three
and total weights were given little at and thirty four trout respectively; both
tention,
the annual conclave being very close to the legal limit allowed by
more an occasion fo r merry making law. Mr. Bonbright has also taken a
than fishing. Mr. Blumberg carried couple o f handsome salmon and some big
off indiviaual honors with several big lakers.
trout togue, weighing 5 1-2 and 6 1-2
Geo. W. Powers o f New York, who
pounds, and a 3-pound salmon. He also is now regarded as one o f the com
has the unusual experience o f landing munity through repeated and extended
three trout totaling 4-pounds in weight, visits, has enjoyed excellent suzcess,
on one troll; one fish taking the spinner one o f his strings including ten beau
and two others fastening themselv es to tiful trout weighing 21 pounds; so near
alike that they appeared to have been

Address M ain e

C A M P TO LET. Keep house yourself. Prices
.
reasonable. First-class trout and salmon fish
ing. Address,
H. E. Parker , Phillips, Me.
( 1AMPS TO LET—Situated on Dodge Pond,
Rangeley. Will accommodate 12 people. Ad
dress J. F. Oakes. Rangeley, Maine.

FO R SALE.

A. W. Chesterton, C. B. Devereaux,
line of camps on Belgrade
T. P. Fairbanks and F. D. Hall of "DOARDING—New
Lakes, first season everything new, good fish
Boston, returned and are enjoying good ing and hunting in season. Send for booklet.
Address J. H. L ittlefield , Mercer,Me.
sport.
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Graham of
Haverhill return home after ten days
at the North West carry: John J.
Pew and W. G. Brown o f Gloucester,
are also located here.
Among the exceptional early season
fly fishing records Charles Stetson, of
Boston, is among the high line anglers
with numerous fine strings, the best
being 15 trout weighing over 20 pounds
and ranging in weight from 1 to 3
pounds. Phillips Dalton of Milton, who
was Mr. Stetson’s companion, used the
troll some and made somewhat better
records in consquence, one string of
11 beautiful trout weighing 19 pounds;
a 9 pound togue and a 6 pound salmon
being the big fish taken by Mr. Dalton
during his three days stay.

TWO DISCIPLES OF IZAAK AND THEIR CATCH .

kitchen girl.

i ’ ” W oods , Phillips. Maine.
i CJ.OOD CAMP TO LET—One-half mile south
o f Hotel Barker on Mooselookmeguntic lake.
j Enquire of J. E. Stephens, Rumford Falls, Maine.

Y^AMP SUPPLIES for sportsmen, carefully
^
packed for transportation. Send for prices.
S. S. Pierce Co., Tremont and Beacon Sts., Boston.

"L'OR SALE—One pair of Field Glasses for bird
study, one complete course in Taxidermy, a
1 irge lot of Taxidermist’s Tools and Supplies and
a mounted ferret in good condition. Address
John Harmon, Ashland, Ohio.
L>ANGELEY LAKE COTTAGE L O T S.-V ery
desirable. Rangeley Cottage Co. Enquire
of H. M. Burrows. Rangeley Lake House, Rangeley, or J. W. Brackett, Phillips, Maine.
C O TTA G E LOTS FOR S A L E -W e have very
' desirable cottage land on Gull Pond, Rangeley, for sale. This land is within two miles of
Rangeley Village, yet it is as secluded as the far
away forest. Trout and salmon have been planted
in this pond by the hundreds of thousands and
few ponds, if any of the size, contain more fish.
The pond is a mile long, a half mile wide and the
land that we have for sale has some of tha, best
shore frontage and spring water. Can be reached
by highway or railroad. Telephone if wanted.
Absolute seclusion or all up to date conveniences
can be had here. M a in e W oods Information
Bureau, Phillips, Maine.

TA X ID E R M ISTS

W E. Hawkins of New York, who
is here for a long sojourn and will be THE S. L. CROSBY CO.,
joined shortly by his wife, is out from
Leading Taxidermists of
morning until dark and big catches are
the rule, the artifical fly being depend
America.
ed on almosr entirely. His best catch Bangor,
Maine.
is a record breaker, 28 trout in all, and
Chas.
L.
Harnden,
Agent,
Rangeley.
he has taken strings ranging ‘ from a
Send for Price List.
dozen to twenty daily.
One o f the big strings o f the past
OF* M A I N E .
week went to a party o f Bangor N A S H
anglers headed by General Passenger
Licensed Taxidermist,
Agent Charles C. Brown o f the Bangor
NORW
AY,
MAINE.
& A ’ oostook railroad and including
Charles H. Glass, Charles J. Wiggin,
Branch at Haines Landing May to
John T. Bowler, with F. E. Choate October 20. Gold Medal on both Fish
and Game at World’ s Fair, St. Louis.
Inventor of the famous Mezzo style
of mounting fish

WALTER

D. H I N D S ,

Maine’ s Leading and Largest]
Taxidermist,
72, 74 and 76 Pine Street,

Portland,

-

-

Maine.

Floor space o f work rooms, 10,500
square feet. Branches at Haines Land
ing, Maine; Belgrade Lakes, Maine;
Port-aux-Basque, Newfoundland; Henry
Siegel Co., agents in Boston, Mass.; J.
B. Crook & Co., agents in New York
City.

Lake

and Forest

As I Have Known Them,
By Capt. F. C. Barker.
and F. E. DeLane of Boston, as
guests. They spent Sunday here and
found the fish hungry, landing a string
o f thirty trout and togue weighing
over fifty pounds.
Another big catch came to the creel
of Samuel T. White, Will W hitman and
F. S. Estes o f Bangor, who took fifty
pounds o f trout inta half a days fishing;
trout being secuied on. the artificial fly
by Mr. Whitman, one after another,
from the same “ hole.”
Game Warden “ Tim” Pollard and
Commissioner E. E. Ring had great

A book ofjwoodcraft, camp life, log
ging, river driving, guiding and a gen
eral description o f life by water and in
the woods. This volume is finely il
lustrated by photographs from life. It
contains much quaint humor as well as a
vast amount o f entertaining informa
tion and many good stories.
Price $1.10 postpaid. Given free for
two subscriptions to M a in e W oods accompanied^by $2.00. One o f the above
must be a new subscriber.
MAINE WOODS,
Phillips,

-

Maine

luck, securing the legal limit o f trout in
a forenoons fishing.
One o f the best strings here this
season was brought in by George
Cripps the veteran guide, Wednesday,
eight
trout
weighing twenty-five
pounds, seven of
the
fish
being
three pounders as near alike in size
and color as buckshot, and the eighth
a splendid four pounder.
A t the Night Hawk club, at Sugar
Island, Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Shaw of
Bath, Dr. Thayer o f Portland, Dr.
Hiram Hunt and W. M. Shaw of
Greenville, have been guests and fish
ing has been excellent.
Manager
Harry W. Priest, the popular manager
o f the Caroline, Pinehurst, North
Carolina, and the Hotel Preston, Peach
Bluff, Mass., has gone after a ten days
stay with Mrs. Priest and Miss Lucy.
Dr. McGann o f Aiken, Mrs. Arm
strong and Mrs. Swiegert o f New
York, were also recent guests.
Fred R. Spear o f Rockland is here
for fishing with C. L. Dennis of
Melrose.
The splendid weather has tempted
many into the wilderness, and a high
pitch o f water is giving ^canoeing an
exhiliration which it will not possess
later in the year.
The first sportsman to go in this
season was Munroe Stiner of (Brooklyn,
who made the West Branch trip with
Herman Templeton, andjenjoyed every
minute o f it, finding fishjnjplenty.
Close after them were Hoard A.
Oolby, William P. Herrick, and G. P.
Herrick of New York, who are mak
ing the first visit of the season]|to Mr.
Colby’ s camps at MudJPond Carry.
Dr. Benj. Tenney and Hamilton Hill
o f Boston, are making the famous St.
John’s trip, the first o f .the ^season to
attempt it, and will be gone two weeks
or longer.
W.
J. Newton o f Waltham, is
located in camp on the Moose river
and will remain until .October, build
ing up strength.
Charles S. Darling and| William C.
Redfield o f Boston, and their two sons,
are in camp on the lake shore, not far
away.
Nathaniel C. Nash o f Boston, and
F. A. Seamans o f Salem, return for
their annual visit to their camp at
Green Island, near the North W est
carry.
A.
J. Dudley"of Brooklyn, is enter
taining friends at his private camp
at North W est carry.
Two familiar faces will be missed
among the anglers this season death
having removed recently George A .
Fales o f Boston, and^T. J. O’ Donohue
o f New York.
Mr. Fales was an early fisherman
who came annually for a score of
years, and as much of a veteran as
his favorite guide,
Miles Colbath.
Brusque to the point o f fascination,
because o f his keen appreciation of
dry humor, Mr. Fales was known to
everybody^and was extremely popular.
As an angler he seemed continually up
against what is best known as “ hard
luck,” but in spite of this his records
taken as a whole, hold their own with
the best o f them.
Mr. O ’Donohue had spent his sum
mers here for so many, many years
that he was a part and parcel of the
place. A more ardent angler or
truer sportsman, Kineo has never
seen and never will see, and the joy
he experienced when he had suc
ceeded in tempting a big fellow to
take one o f his flies, was so contagious
that it spread throughout the entire
hotel. Always well groomed, always
perfect in his manners, and kindly and
genial in his speech, he will be sadly
missed by the many who had come to
call him friend.
MARBLE’S SAFETY CARVER.
Safe, Strong, Sanitary, Sensible.
We may justly describe this knife as
an “ eight inch pocket knife,” for when
folded it is absolutely safe and
occupies a space of 5-16 inches thick
by 8 inches long. It weighs* only 4
ounces.
The blade is of razor steel. The U
shaped handle sections are o f German
silver, heavily reinforced at end where
blade bears on them. When open
the knife is as rigid as a one piece
knife.
Boiling water cannot injure
this handle.
The knife may be easily closed by
pushing back the clasp, grasping the
sides of the blade with one hand and
with the other pulling the cuter handle
down and back; then the blade is
folded and the clasp pushed over it.
Many guides have seen this knife
and all claim it fills to perfection a
long felt want.
Marble makes a Safety saw with
8 inch blade on the same principle as
the carver. It is invaluable to all
people who go into the woods and
especially so to the student o f forestry
and botany.
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B r a c k e tt Co m p a n y ,

Publishers.

J. W. BRACKETT, Editor and Manager.
CLARENCE E. CALDEN Associate M’g ’r.

Issued Weekly.

$1.00 a Year.

M aine W oods solicits communications and fish
and game photographs from its readers.

When ordering the address o f your paper
changed, please give the old as well as new ad
dress.

This Edition of Maine Woods 5,550.

WOODS,

“ You catch fish! I ’ll give you a
dollar for every fish you can catch,
youngster” said the disgusted fish
erman.
Master Fred took his rod and tin can
o f worms and run down to the wharf,
dropped hook with a tempting bait
into the water and in less than ten
minutes landed two good sized trout.
Of course the crovd on the piazza
had increased; they gave a shout as
the gentleman passed the little chap
a $2.00 bill, and it will cost him many
a cigar, for the story will be repeated.
“ Not all who fish catch fish” is as
true now as ever it was.

I was over to Upper Dam this week
just
long enough to take a few notes
When jgm receive notice that your subscription
has expired renew at once to avoid missing an while talking fish with some o f the
issue of Ma in e W oods.
Those who find this paragraph marked are no guests.
tified that their subscription has expired or will
W. D. Brackett o f Boston one o f the
expire very soon.
“ old timers” was contented even if his
largest was “ only a 4 pound salmon.”
FRIDAY, JUNE 1, 1906.
Mr. B. has during his more than
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and thirty springs fishing at Upper Dam
landed many an 8-pound trout, I think
Game of the State of Maine.
he is the only one who still “ cars”
L. T. Ca r l e t o n , Chairman, Augusta,
his fish as all used to do in days gone
A Special Word to Subscribers.

J. W. B r a c k e t t , Phillips,
E. E. R in g , Secretary, Augusta.

SUPERINTENDENT OF HATCHERIES.
W. E. B e r r y , Winthrop.
STATE FISH HATCHERIES AND NAMES OF
SUPERINTENDENTS.
Lake Auburn, J. F. Stanley, Supt., East Auburn;
Caribou, Grant Hinds, Supt., Caribou; Sebago
Lake Hatchery, C. L. Floyd, Supt., Raymond;
Rangeley , Lakes Hatchery, Arthur Briggs, Supt.,
Oquossoc; Carleton Brook Feeding Station, W A.
Whiting, Supt., Winthrop; Monmouth Hatchery,
A. W. Wilkins, Supt., Monmouth; Moosehead
Lake Hatchery, F. E. Hitchings, Supt., Green
ville Junction; Enfield Hatchery. A. J. Darling,
Supt., Enfield.

Fly Rod's Note Book.
There are many attractions at the
Mountain ViewJHouse, and one which
the guests enjoy is taking a walk up to
the large stable where Landlord Bowley
has some of the finest horses in this
part o f the state.
You will most
always find George Church who handles
the reins with much skill as he drives
parties over the hills. George has just
added a Rambler, we mean a rambling
automobile, to his possessions, and if
he can drive that with the same
skill he does the horses automobiling
will be quite a fad at the Mountain
View.
Not only the'fine horses receive much
admiration, but there is a pair of
handsome yellow cats Punch and Judy,
who for five years have made the
stable their home and they never have
been to the piazza o f the hotel.
These
cats are quite jealous o f a beautiful
Scotch collie “ P ete,” the new dog that
everybody has a good word for.
Yes. it is the old story not always the
expensive tackle skillfully handled by
the expert city fisherman takes the
biggest fish, for even a maiden can
“ catch ’um” and the young lady living
on the lake shore near Bemis holds a
record that many an angler would give
a good sum to claim as his.
Last Tuesday this maiden wentafishing, and something happened.
A
big fish struck, he made a mighty pull
at one end of the line, and at the same
time she began to pull at the other; for
a time it was a question who would
win, but hand over hand excitedly she
pulled him into the boat. It was an old
time Rangeley trout that brought the
steelyards down to the notch o f 8 pounds
15 ounces!!! This is a real fish fact
and we can prove the story even if old
Bill Jones is dead.

MAINE,

JUNE

Marble's Jointed Rifle Rod
This rod will not “ wobble” bend or break at the joints, as will be seen by the accompany
ing sectional cuts, when its three sections are screwed home. It is as solid as a one-piece rod.
A long, neatly fitting, steel dowel enters the recess prepared for it in its solid brass section and
imparts to the rod a special rigidity which the screw, thus relieved of all side strain upon it,
backs up. It
has two ste(

swivel at il
end and is fittt r .....
will) h.ltldsi'i,

cocobola hai die.
Two dt

,

, ...... ,------ , .... ................

tachable tips.

TROUT

BROOK

CAMPS.
SOME LAFLIN & RAND
WINS
Nashville, Tenn., May 15 17 (In
terstate Association’s S o u t h e r n
Handicap Tournament) First Gen
eral average.
Vicksburg, Miss., May 7-8, First
and Second Amateur Averages.
Tulsa, I. T., Mav 7-9, First Gen
eral Average.
New London, la., May 8-10, First,
Second and Third Amateur Aver
ages.
Columbus, 0 ., May 9-11, First
and Second General Averages.
Infallible, Few E. C. (Improved)
and New Schultze Make Good.

LAKE

1697 Washington St., Boston.

W oods accompanied by $2.00.

One o f
the above must be a new subscriber.
MAINE WOODS,

-

Phillips, Maine.

Entire block between Worcester and Springfield
Streets.

300 Rooms, Single and En Suite.
j
European Plan,
$1.00 per day up.
American Plan,
$2.50 per day.
American Plan, with bath, $2 per day.
Room ahd Breakfast, $1.00.
Twelve minutes from North Station to North
hampton St., “ L ” Station, one block from the
hotel.
Attractive, well furnished, a'ry rooms. Homelike and Comfortable.
Especially desirable for
Ladies and Families.
Five Minutes from the
I Shopping District by Elevated Trains. Excellent service.

George H. Page , Proprietor.

I

Modern

Rifle

Shooting.
FROM

King and Bartlett Camps,

THE

AM ERICAN

MAI NE WOODS, Phillips, Maine.

You Miss a Treat
*

If you don’ t read

In The Glow
Camp Firt

A 160 page book, containing 12 stories by an enthusiastic
sportsman, founded upon actual incidents in his lifelong inti
macy with the woods.

Full illustrated, handsomely bound in

green cloth decorated with gold lettering.
receipt o f $1.
Price $1 prepaid.
M a in e W

oo d s

printing.

a mistake by getting an
to lay out next season’s
Special prices and special

arrangements for camp and hotel print
We

know what you need for

J. W. B r a c k e t t Co.,

STA TE OF MAINE.

In conformity with the provisions o f Chapter
forty-two of the Public Laws c f eighteen hundred
and ninety-nine and upon petition of five or more
citizens o f the State, and deeming it for the best
interest of the State, the Commissioners of Inland
Fisheries and Game, after due notice to all persons
interested in the subject matter of said petition,
and public hearing thereon in the locality to be af
fected, and deeming it necessary and proper for
the protection and preservation of the inland fish
of the State, hereby adopt the following needful
Rules and Regulations relating to the times and
places in which and the circumstances under
which inland fish may be taken in the waters of
Tufts, Dutton and Grindstone Ponds, situated in
the town of Kingfield. County of Franklin.
RULES

A N D R E G U L A T IO N S .

Sec. 1. It shall be unlawful for any person to
kill or have in possession more than ten ush in all
in any one day taken from Tufts, Dutton and
Grindstone ponds, which ponds are situated in the
town of Kingfield, County o f Franklin, and n o
trout less than eight inches in length and no salm
on less than twelve inches in length shall be taken
from any of said v, aters: for n period o f four years
from May 15th, A. D. 1906.
Dated this eleventh day of May, A. D. 1906.
L. T. C a r l e t o n , ) Commissicners of
J. W J B r a c k e t t , >
Inland FishE. E. R in g ,
)
eries and Game.*i
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King and Bartlett Camps, 2,000 feet
STANDPOINT,
above sea level, unexcelled trout and
salmon fishing, individual cabins, open
BY DR. W . G. HUDSON,
wood fires excellent cuisine, nat
ural lithia spring water, magnificent
scenery.
Renew your health in the
is a standard work that is very much in
balsam-laden air o f Maine’s ideal resort.
demand.
Address,
Price $1.00. postage 10c. For sale
by
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A book every woods lover should

Silas Strong.
Irving Bacheller’s latest book is
Silas Strong, dedicated to the lover o f
the woods in their primeval glory. I t
is a delightful book taken from every
point o f view, but the secret o f the
whole is reflected ^ the touching ending,
“ And knew not that it was impossible. ”
“ Uncle Sile,” is the central character
in a strong book. He has a singular
force of expression at tim e’ , in words
that were up against the ruthless des
troyers of his beloved forests. The
geeedy monster, business, is always in
this path and it is against the march of
civilization that Sile is constantly strivir g
All through the book is a charmingly
told love story, whose hero and heroine
are thoroughly in sympathy with Silas
Strong and his purposes, but, who, like
him, are hampered by the avarice o f
men and their unholy alliances for the
sake o f their own enrichment. To quote
the author he says, in the foreward o f
the book:
“ The book has one high ambition.
It has tried to tell the sad story o f the
wildeness itself—to show, from the
woodman’ s view-point the play o f great
forces which have been tearing down
his home and turning it into the
flesh and bone o f cities. W ere it to
cause any reader to value what remains
o f the forest above its market price and
to do his part in checking the greed o f
the saws, it would be worth while— bad
as it is.”
The conversations that frequently
occur between the central character
and others are picturesque in their
woods way o f putting things. The
metaphors are beautiful and the simile’s
are drawn with a masters hand.
Speaking o f the forest depletion one
o f the characters, Dunmore, is made to
say:
“ Without forests it (the country)
will go the way o f Egypt and Asia
Minor,” said the white-haired man.
“ They were thickly wooded in the day
o f their power. Now what are they?
Desert wastes!” Dunmore rose and
filled his lungs and added: “ As you
said to me one day, ‘ People are no bet
ter than the air they breathe. ’ There’ s
going to be nothing but cities, and
slowly they will devour our substance.
Indigestion, weakness, impotency, de
generation will follow .”
The book is published by Harper and
Brothers, publishers, New York City—
Price, $1.50.

FISH AT K I N E O !

It is a little strange to hear the
telephone bell way off here but it is at John Carville's Camps,
Spring Lake.
greatly appreciated by the guests.
Salmon, Square Teil and Lake Trout. My camps
The line runs from Bemis along the
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well-furnished excellent beds, purest
shore a distance o f ten miles.
f spring water and the table is first-class. Ele
No doubt before many years a good ovation
2.100 feet above sea level, grandest scenery
and
i ure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
carriage road will be built over this
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent Lake
Trout and Sa mon fishing and in the neighboring
route.
and ponds are abundance of Brook Trout.
Freeman Howe o f Norway keeps streams
Buckboard road only two and one-half miles. An
up his fame, and on Saturday with a ideal family summer resort. Telephone commu
nication with village and doctor. References fur
fly caaght some trout the largest 3 1-2 nished. Terms reasonable. Address for full par
ticulars,
pounds.
JOHN B. CARVILLE, Flagstaff, Maine.
C.
R. Young o f New York is having
good luck, most o f his fish have been
trout, the largest 4 pounds.
Rev. Fr. P. A. Lynch o f Hoosick,
Plenty of both as well as lots o f small
N. Y ., was here last week for a day’s game and small fish.
rest, and took a nice string o f trout.
Fly-fishing for salmon and trout
Dr. H. F. Twitchell o f Portland, throughout the summer.
Birch Point Lodge, on Upper Shin
Dr. M. McCarly o f Rumford Falls
Pond, via Patten, Penobscot County,
acc|pnpanied by their wives were here Maine.
part of the week.
For particulars address,
Geo. B. Bearce o f Lewiston has DR. W. C. KENDALL, U. S. Bureau
opened Camp Kirk and entertained Col. Fisheries, Washington, D. C.
A. B. Nealey over Sunday.
Or,
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. S. Goodridge W.^S. McKENNEY,
Patten, Me.
and daughter, Miss Bessie, and Wm.
La Croix have joined the Lynn, Mass.,
partv. ;
BLUE MOUNTAIN CAMPS
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Inyalese o f
(Rangeley District)
W IL T O N , M A IN E .
New York City are here for a two
Select camp. Ideal place to spend one’s vaca
weeks’ so j urn.
tion. No, we have not the “ Best Fishing in
Benj. Pearson o f Byfield, Mass., has Maine.” . Every other camp in Maine has that (?)
opened his camp, Deer Park Lodge We have enough salmon, trout and black bass to
and with his son are now entertaining satisfy any rational sportsman, but we have as
picturesque and ideal a location and withal as
guests.
healthful as can be found in Maine. Our cuisine
Black Point Camp is also open.
cannot be surpassed in Maine at the price. $14

A graphic description o f camp life in
Maine, finely illustrated by photographs
by the author.

1906.

Greatest spring fishing fun in all New nmkland is assured here. Splendid catches
of trout, togue and landlocked salmon can be counted on from the moment the ice
leaves the lake. First-class accommodations at Mt. Kineo House, in closest proximity
to the best fishing grounds. Write today for special fishing information and hotel
booklet.

byThat is, when a fish is not badly
hooked be is put in a box made o f
slats, or in such a way that the water
passes through, and kept there until
one is wanted to eat, or when ready
to go home. The fish that are to be W e go Hunting at
taken are killed, and the others re
BILLY SOULE'S
turned to the lake.
Pleasant Island Camps,
Mr. Brackett is a most entertaining
gentleman, and his stories o f what
Cupsuptic Lake, Maine.
the fishing used to be, the many P. O. Address, Haines Landing, Me.
changes and improvements is very
interesting.

------- B Y --------
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H O TE LS A N D CAMPS

H O TE LS A N D CAMPS

I am located in a new country and only a few
yards from Mackamp Station. Cottages made of
peeled logs and are clean and comfortable. Good
spring water.
Trout and salmon fishing com
mences here about May 10. Good, safe rowboats.
Plenty o f trails and good paths to the top of the
mountain. For further particulars address,
Robert Walker, Mackamp, via Askwith, Me.

“ Pop Coombs party” passed the
week at Midway Camp. The follow
ing gentlemen made up the happy
company: Fred Sargent of Boston,
Henry Hanson o f Auburn, E. H.
White, Fred Maines, Ed D. Parlin and
Geo. M. Coombs of Lewiston.
All caught fish Mr. Hanson was
high line. Mr. Sargent caught a
4-pound trout. Mr. White a salmon,
41-4 pounds. Mr.
Parlin’ s largest
On the steamer the other morning I was a 3-pound salmon.
Their guides were Paul Stratton, Joe
met Frank Jacobs who with a crew of
men for several weeks pasc has been Morin and Geo. Storer.
engaged in building a fine set o f camps
On Sunday a party of twenty at
on Cupsuptic lake for Messrs. Teel and Upper Dam decided to enjoy the day.
Patterson o f New York City.
These in God’s great out-of-doors.
They
camps are called “ The Ledges” and chartered steamer Richardson, went
are to replace the set that were burned up the Cupsuptic stream for a shore
last season.
dinner.
There are three log camps under one
W. D. Brackett caught a 2 1-2roof
43x90 feet. They have large pound trout and W. G. Fisher o f New
stone fireplaces, broad piazzas and York one o f 5 1-2 pounds.
every comfort and convenience.
Can any dish be more appetizing
The party is expected the first of than a trout chowder, cooked on the
June.
shore, and the fish “ caught when
Mr. Jacobs has also built a camp at wanted?”
Gull Pond this spring for Mr. W ads
F ly R od.
worth of New York.
One of the best stories that has
occurred this spring happened at the
Mountain View House last week.
A city “ sport” who with his guide
had trolled all day, and not a strike,
returned quite disgusted, and stand
ing on the piazza remarked before the
others.
“ I don’ t believe there is a d—d fish
in this lake.”
A nine-years-old lad, Master Fred
Young, who boards at the hotel and
has caught some fifty trout off the
wharf, quickly answered.
“ Oh, yes, there is lots o f them, Mis
ter. I can catch them .”
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In conformity with the provisions of Chapter
forty-two of the Public Laws of eighteen hundred
and ninety-nine, and upon the petition o f five or
moi'e citizens of the State, and deeming it for the
best interest of the State, the Commissioners of
Inland Fisheries and Game, after due notice to all
persons interested in the subject matter of said
petition, and public hearing thereon in the locality
to be affected, and deeming it necessary and prop
er for the protection and preservation of the in
land fish o f the State, hereby adopt the following
needful Rules and Regulations relating to the
times and places in which and the circumstances
under which inland fish may be taken in the wa
ters of Dead river and tributaries of Dead River
pond in the County of Franklin.
RULES AND REGULATIONS.

Sec. 1. It shall be unlawful to fish for, take,
catch or kill any kind of fish at any time, for a pei iod of four years from May 15th, A. D, 1906, in
any of the tributaries of Dead River pond, which
pond is situated in Dallas Plantation in the Coun
ty of Franklin.
Sec. 2. It shall be unlawful for a period of four
years from May 15th, 1906,.to fish for, take, catch
or kill any kind of fish at any time in any of the
tributaries to the South Branch of Dead River, so
called, above Flagg Dam, in the County of Frank
lin, except on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays
of each week from the time the ice is out in the
spring until October first of each year, and during
this open season on these waters it shall be un
lawful for any person to kill or have in possession
more than ten fish in all in one day taken from any
o f said waters.
Dated this eleventh day of May A. D. 1906.
L. T. C a r l e t o n , 1 Commissioners of
J. W. B r a c k e t t , >
Inland FishE. E. R in g ,
)
eries and Game.

M AINE
Camp Kits And Camp Life.
“ Camp Kits and Camp L ife ” by
Charles Stedman
Hanks
(Niblick)
author o f “ Hints to Golfers. ” Publish
ed by Charles Scribner’s Sons, New
York.
53 illustrations in tint, 253
pages, $1.50 net.
Although there are all kinds o f books
for those who go into the woods in
search o f
pleasure and recreation
“ Camp Kits and Camp L ife ’ ’ is neither
a book o f literary reflections nor a
book o f scientific observations nor a
story o f adventures but a practical
hand-book, which the veteran sports
man, as well as the neophyte, will read
with profit. This new book on the
wilds,
just
published by Charles
Scribner’s Sons, is written by Charles
Stedman Hanks, a well-known Boston
man, who has now a wide reputation as
the author o f “ Hints to G olfers,’ ’
which has had a large sale both in this
county and in England. It is the con
densed wisdom o f a sensible outdoor
man who has the knack o f imparting
information with a snap which sticks
like a burr, and those who have been
promoted from all day-picnics to camp
ing-out trips will find it crammed full
o f information put in a most entertain
ing way. It is also enlivened with
good stories and considerable wit in
statement. The 53 green tinted photo
graphs directly apply to the different
subjects which the author discusses
and were not put in as illustrations
simply
because
they made
good
pictures.
The book discusses the
necessary things to take on a camping
trip, the best way to build a camp,
camp cooking, ducks, geese, partridges,
deer, moose, fishing, trapping, and the
simple remedies for accidents and
illness in camp.
In the chapter on
accidents and sickness in camp the
directions are so simple that any
sportsman can follow them.
The
author prefaces his chapter on “ W hat
to take in the w oods,” by saying, “ The
things which come under the head o f
necessities depend wholly upon a man’ s
temperament and those things which
one man thinks essential are just the
things which another man would take
off the list. I f you play the game
fairly you will depend but little upon
the ready-made o f civilization, and will
have enough courage to irust to t..e
wit made o f the forests.
In this
chapter there is an invaluable list o f
provisions to carry with an estimate o f
the quantity o f each to take for four
men for a given length o f time. The
chapter on camp cooking, which is
written so dearly that any novice can
understand it, treats only o f those
things which every outfit is likely to
have and if the directions are followed
they will quadruple the pleasure o f the
usual camp table. Sometimes you will
see red and before the trip is over you
will make up your mind that some men
could never learn to cook and that
others could not boil water without
burning it .” Then follows some very
pithy receipts for camp cooking.
One o f the best chapters in the book
discusses what to do if lost in the
woods and tells how to prevent getting
lost and what to do if lost, the author
concluding with the remark. “ I f you
take your head in your hands and keep
your heart out o f your mouth, being
lost in the woods is a comedy and not
a traged y.”
O f fishing the author
says, “ Contemplative men who love
quiet places generally go a-fishing, the
favorite fish as a rule being the squaretail trout. It has attracted many a
man from the demoralizing environ
ments o f city life and has filled many
a library with thoughts worked out on
the bank o f some stream—for a fte r all
the whole o f fishing is not fishing. ”
Rods he says “ are o f two kinds, one
practical fo r fishing and the other
useful in decorating the walls o f a
dining room, library or camp, one
being too good ,to waste on walls the
other too shody to use anywhere else.”
He also discusses lines, reels, leaders,
flies, hooks, casting, striking and play
ing a fish. In his chapter on the trout
he gives the habits ®f trout, the food
they eat and where to cast for them.
He also takes up black bass, land-lock
ed salmon, lake trout, white perch and
pickerel. O f deer hunting he shows
such a fam iliarty with the subject that
most guides and deer hunters will find
that there are phases o f this sport
which even they did not know about.
Of still hunting deer he says, “ N ext
to the fascination o f hunting wil 1
animals in which there is an element
o f danger comes the fascination o f still
hunting deer. This
is
the
most
scientific o f all hunting, as in this game
o f checkers the sportsman has to make
moves on the checkerboard, which will
checkmate an animal whose scent,
sight and hearing are far superior to
his own. It is, therefore, no one-sided
game and the man who thinks that a
deer is a creature o f dense stupidity
has only to try to g et the best o f one
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o f these animals by some trick to find
out that he can play the same trick I
only once.
As city folk, however,
have few opportunities o f learning the
ways o f the woods, still hunting is
largely confined to backwoodsmen and
frontiermen. ’ ’ Another very interest
ing bit o f reading is the chapter on
grouse, particularly the author’ s pen
picture o f the drumming o f the male
grouse.
In discussing trapping the author
takes up trapping in general, the bait
to use, trapping for bear, mink,
fishers, otter, muskrats, beavers and
foxes.
His suggestions about camping out
are also well put, the dont’ s in the
book being as specific and reasonable
as the directions for positive action.
Nature supplies most things free,
has stood the test for nearly a quarter of a century.
We make the largest line in the world—it includes all
wood, water, food, and privacy. Make
sorts of baits, spoons, flies, snell hooks, lines, leaders, reels
up your mind that the' man who spells
and a number o f patented specialties that anglers need. If
queerly when he writes to you and
you wish the most killing artificial bait, spoon, flyjor spinner,
bears
down heavily with his lead
insist on having
pencil is the man you want for guide.
Remember that sixty pounds is all
that any man can carry. M ore is
If unable to secure our goods from your dealer let us
making a pack mule o f him when the
know and we will send you some interesting information.
weight o f an hour is piled on top.
THE ENTERPRISE MFG. CO.,
In some o f the author’ s pen pictures
o f woods’ life he shows to the best
AKRON, OHIO, U. S. A.
advantage
his literary ability-for
instance, in his description o f perma
nent camps he says, “ A fte r you return
to the humdrum city life nothing will
come up oftener in your thoughts than
this daily coming back to the same
camp. You will often see the picturethe tents, the canoes, the path which
you cut to the water, the dining table,
the
coffee-pot and teapot bottom
upward on sticks driven into the
ground, the tin dishes and the tin
On ido.iday. July 9, 1906, the M aine W oods will give away a first-class Canoe absolutely free of
pails on a log, the axe stuck into a
charge. The Canoe will be disposed of through a voting contest and will he given to the Registered
stump, and the smouldering embers. Maine Guide who receives the lr rgest number of votes. Any registered guide in Maine may compete
You will also remember the fascina and the one having the largest number of votes at the close o f the contest will be the winner.
Rules of the Contest.
tion o f hearing the report o f a gun in
It is essential to the contest that the names of not less than two contestants appear ana remain
the wilderness, and the query which actively
engaged until the close. In the event of the withdrawal of all active candidates but one,
always cam e—What game will be there can be no contest and the prize will be withdrawn.
A coupon will be printed in each and every issue of the M aine W oods until and including Friday,
brought into camp?
July 6, 1906, which will contain the last coupon. The contest will close at this paper’s business office
6 o’ clock j>. m. the following Monday, July 9, when the votes will be counted by a committee repThe author continues: “ As you |at
resenting the leading contestants.
1* . For every yearly new subscriber to this paper at $1, two hundred votes will be given. A new
noiselessly pick your way through
' subscriber may pay as many years in advance as he wishes and receive votes at the rate of 200 for
uninterrupted o f forests the deep each $1 per year paid; but all these payments must be made in advance at one time.
For every $1 paid by present subscribers, either arrearages of accounts or in advance on pres
silence draws its circle o f mystery ent 2.
subscriptions one hundred votes will be given.
3.
Changes
in subscriptions from one member to another of the same family, etc., made for the
closer abound you.
Out on the lake
obvious purpose of securing the increased number of votes given to new subscribers, cannot be per
comes the maniac cry of a loon, and mitted.
4. Each issue of Ma in e W oods will contain one coupon, which, when filled out and delivered
back in the woods the lonesome hoot at the
Ma in e W oods office, will count as one vote.
There will be no single votes for sale; votes can only be obtained as above set forth, or by clipping
o f an owl. You watch a red squirrel
from the paper the votes that appear below.
frisking in a tree near by, his tones
Vfetes will be counted each Thursday during the contest and the figures of such counting printed
following issue of the paper.
varying as different
feelings are in the
All communications should be addressed to Voting Contest. M aine 'W oods Office, Phillips, Maine.
uppermost. It is now an angry bark,
now a cry o f fear, now a chattering
monologue about the intruder in his
domain, now a long, self-satisfied call,
apparently a challenge to some other
squirrel.
Then from afar off comes
an answer to the challenge, and soon
there is a preliminary skirmish, each
squirrel talking in defiant tones in trees
just far enough apart for both squirrels
to be choking with courage.
Now you stop to listen to the magic
One Vote for —
voice o f a brook fretting away as it
tumbles over half-hidden boulders,
which makes it the most companionable
o f all inanimate things, for it has a
life and a character o f its own. To
the man absorbed with money-making,
these musings o f solitude lead to
MAINE WOODS CANOE VOTING CONTEST.
thoughts which are strange in his mind.
The roar and confusion o f the world
Publishers: Main EiWooDs:
are forgotton. He is beyond the
Herewith find $.................. for which credit....................year’s subscription to
reach o f the post office, the telephone,
Name ...................................................................................................................................................
and telegrams.
Here there are no
steam whistles and factory bells, no
Address .....................................................................................................................................
puffing o f locomotives, no bustle of
And also......................... Hundred Votes.
city life, no clubs, no social functions.
The nearest road and the nearest house
For.................................................................................................................................... , .................
are miles
away.
Because he no
O f............................................................................................................................. ...................
longer breathes the air c f other men,
but the tonic o f the forests, this brings
........................ Subscription. Please indicate whether this is a New^Subscription or renewal
back again the buoyant spirits o f his
boyhood. His cares and worries have
Jim Harlow, Dead R iver,.........
2,160 votes
disappeared, and he feels as if school
Pete Lufkin, Madrid,..................
..
were out never to keep again.
Ambi
N. W. McNaughton, Schoodic,
3,819
tion is now without standing ground,
Loren Haley, R a n g eley ,...........
• 8
for here there is no fight for any top
Ozro Roy, Jr. Livermore, Falls,
round, and no fritting away o f life by
-.202
civilized details. It is this which puts
John Higgins, Aflens, M ills.......
4,329
him off his guard, and because he
Thomas C. Jones, Gardiner,...
.......
5
looks his feelings squarely in the face,
Geo. C. Jones, M oxie,...............
..200
his inner soul better shows itself than
Hillard C. Schoffee, Cherryfield,
when he was on parade.
....... 3
Here it is just as respectable to be
The Canoe is to be one of the regular patterns put out by any canoe manufacturer in the state,
idling away the time along the side of whose product is advertised in Ma in e W oods. The wanner in the contest may go to the catalog or to
a brook, or with your pipe in your the factory of any of these manufacturers and take his pick of the regular makes.
The standing of the various contestants will be published in the M aine W oods every week till
mouth to be lying against the trunk
o f a tree, dreaming o f the chances of the close.
the past as to be pegging along for a
'arger bank account, which, no matter
how honestly done, carries a taint
with it, for it has somewhere in it the
NEW
PEOPLE.
elements o f horse trading, because
Will you please use this blank to give us names of persons
what one has gained has been ar the
expense o f ano her. Here, because who might like Maine W oods ?
the woods are so full o f mystery, and
Will send them samples. We shan’t send enough to annoy
so full o f peace, wild horses are
ridden and the plain, practical, every those who don’t want it.
day virtues and the best and deepest
J. W. Brackett Company, Phillips, Maine.
feelings come surging up.
Such are some o f the thoughts
STREET
POST OFFICE
STATE
NAME
which
run through this interesting
book which is sure to be a primer
to be thumbed over by those who love
the life o f the wilds. The peculiar
style o f the author with his sharply cut
sentences, without the embel ishments
*
o f superfluous words, go straight to
1. *
the point, and the simplicity with
which it is written is its chief charm.
It is not only entertaining as gener 1
reading, but is also as good a ham book for the woods as has yet be n
published.

P F L U E G E R ’S

PFLUEGER’S LUMINOUS.

Maine Guides’ Canoe Contest,
Open to any Registered Guide.

Maine Woods Canoe Voting Contest

Letters to Maine Woods.
INCREASE THE NATIVE FISH.
Planting New Kinds

is

Dangerous And

Correspondingly Unwise.
N ew Y ork,

May 20, 1906.

To the Editor of M aine W oods :

I have been considerably interested
in reading the articles written by
various people in regard to white
perch. I find in talking with others
that your discussion has attracted con
siderable attention among people who
visit Maine. There are about as many
opinions as there are men and I have
heard many interesting
discussions
about the matter. One of my fri« nds
suggested to me that it would be a
wise thing for the commissioners o f
inland fisheries and game to plant
white perch in the Rangeley lakes for
the sake of getting midsummer fishing
when trout and salmon will not take
the troll, but are lying still in the cool
springs away down deep in the lakes
while the white perch is skimming
along the top o f the water in company
with a whole lot of his brothers and
sisters ready to be caught and ready to
furnish a lot o f fun and food for the
man who has spent good money to
visit Maine and enjoy her great
attractions.
I admit the plausibility of my friend’ s
argument and I admit the superior
game and food qualities of the white
perch, but I earnestly protest that it
would be very unwise for the commis
sioners o f inland fisheries and game to
allow white perch to be planted in the
Rangeley lakes. There is too much risk
of further injuring the trout fishing
for subordinating the trout fishing in
these waters, which are, first, last and
all the time the native waters of the
spotted trout (salvelinus fontinalis).
I am not at all sure that this spring
spawner, first cousin to the black bass,
does not go foraging for trout eggs in
the fall, especially those eggs that are
to be found on the gravel beds o f the
lakes.
Again, there are comparatively few
ponds where trout are plentiful that do
not furnish good trout fishing any day
in the year, by one method or another.
Personally, I am opposed to “ plug fish
ing” or still fishing for trout, but so
far as I am concerned, I ’d a thousand
times rathe: see “ plug fishing” continue
in the Rangeleys than to see the fins o f
the white perch sticking out o f the
waters at South bog, Stony Batter, the
Narrows, Upper Dam pool or Pond-inthe River. If the owners of the camps
and hotels at the Rangeleys are wise
they will protest through your paper
against planting white perch in their
waters and thus settle for a time all
thought of such an unwise proceedure.
C. M. L akin .
“ Solomon says that agood spirit makes
a flourishing age,” quotes Juliana Bern
ers in her famous book on angling (1496),
and thence argues the good influence o f
the sport on both physical and moral
health. In both regards the benefit is
increased by u s i n g a Meisselbach
“ Featherlight” Reel—light to carry,
free from annoyance, certain and ' easy
to operate, heightens enjoyment and
success. See “ ad.”
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COFFEE

T in 1, 2 and 3 lb. a ir-tigh t tin can s o n ly — w h ole,"]
[.grou n d or p u lve rize d . N ever sold in b u lk .J

Prepared for market in the cleanest,
best lighted, best ventilated coffee
establishment in the world, where
automatic machinery working in pure
air and sunlight handles the coffee
without the touch of a hand from the
bag of import to the

Sealed Air=Tight Cans

in which it reaches you. “ White
House” is composed of the finest
coffees that grow, and its blend is the
result of fifty years’ experience.
“ White House ” is not for those who
will drink anything called coffee, but
for discriminating people who care —
people who want a pure coffee with a
rich, rare, flavor that is satisfying.
DWINELL-VVRIGHT COMPANY,
Principal Coffee Roasters, Boston and Chicago.

M AINE

6
FROM
JACK

CLEAR WATER POND.
RYAN

OF

WOODS,

S. F. Clark o f Portland; Mr. E. P.
Smart, Livermore Falls; Mr. A. W.
Burke o f Boston.

BOSTON IN THE

LIME LIGHT.

SPENCER LAKE CAMPS.

It Has Been Very Cold and Wet, Conse Proprietor Thomas Gerard Writes Maine
Woods Interesting Letter.
quently Fish Stories are Short.
Proprietor Thomas Gerard o f Spenc
Local Fisherman Have Been Angling
er Lake camps, Jackman, writes
Recently.
M a in e W oods an interesting letter
(Special Correspondence to M aine W oods.)
under date o f May 26, in which he says
A l l e n s M il ls , May 29, 1906.
the camps will be open for the public
Jack Ryan, who is Jack Ryan? I June 3.
have several inquiries. Who is Jack
Some very good catches o f trout
Ryan? Well Jack is the original Ryan, have already been made, as well as
who settled in Boston on or before 1740. togue, and a few minutes paddle in a
When Christopher Columbus landed on canoe will find deer feeding on the
the shore* of America in 1492 it was shores of the lake.
Moose are also
said that it was Mr. Dooley that met getting more plentiful on this preserve.
him with a welcoming hand but history Mr. Gerard also reports bear very
in this particular case is very much at numerous.
fault as it was Jack Ryan that extended
One happy note o f the *‘good old sum
the glad hand to Christopher and bade mer time” that Mr. Gerard sounds is
him a welcome to Boston. I have this the statement that he has planted his
from the very best authority, no less garden, where he will raise all kinds o f
than Mr. Harry LeClair, who is well vegetables for the always bounteous
acquainted in the history o f Old Bean- camp table the coming summer. As
town and has been probably more close in the past all the guests will be looked
ly connected with its affairs since after in the best possible manner by
1462 than any other o f the notables of proprietor Gerard.
that time. Well some time ago Jack
took it into his head that the proper
AT VARNUM POND.
thing for him to do was to go fishing,
so he visited one o f the hotels and after
Records Of Some Of the Catches.
a great deal o f moral suasion finally
(Special Correspondence to M a in e W oods .)
persuaded the landlord o f the afore
V ar n u m P o n d , T e m p l e ,
said hotel to accompany him on the
May 29, 1906.
trip. Who caught the first fish? Jack
A
t
the
beginning
o
f
the fishing sea
Ryan. Who caught the biggest fish?
Jack Ryan. Who puffs up like a toad son here, the fish taken were small
when he tells the story? Jack Ryan. sized, but plenty in numbers. Now
Now everybody ought to know who the fish caught seem to be increasing
Jack Ryan is and no more questions in weight and the same goodly number
continues to be taken.
need to be asked.
Among the recent catches o f note
What weather we have had for the
past few days, cold, rainy and dis were the following: L. P. Gould, East
agreeable, let us hope it will be fine Livermore, three days fishing 8 togue
before long. On account o f the weather and salmon. One o f the togue weighed
the fish story is short. W. L. Henry 3 1-2-pounds. Mr. Gould also caught
o f Brookline, Mass., trout o f 3 pounds. two salmon at one time with one leader,
O. M. Goding o f Allen Mills, trout of which he considers quite a happening.
Mr. and Mrs. Chick and son, Donald
6 and one of 8 1-2 pounds. Mr. Fred
Flint o f Farmington, trout o f 5 pounds. and Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Black spent a
Mr. J. F. Ham o f Livermore Falls, a few days at Averill Camp last week,
one trout o f 3 pounds and two o f 4 andThad nice luck fishing.
pounds each. Mr. J. G. Lamb also of
FROM PICKFORD’ S CAMPS.
Livermore Falls, trout o f 4 pounds.
Miss Hattie Gay of Clear Water Camps,
trout of 3 pounds, and H. A. Miner of Some of the Recent Arrivals and Their
Guides.
Boston, trout o f 2 pounds.
Among the late arrivals o f the old
(Special correspondence to M aine W oods .)
time fishermen that iater on will no
R a n g e l e y , May 29,1906.
doubt give a good account o f them
Late arrivals at Pickford’ s Camps:
selves, we find the following names: Mr. L. T. Harlow and Mr. F. J. Pierce
J.
G. Ham, Livermore Falls; Mr. o f Gardiner, Mass; Rube Wilbur and
J. F. Lamb of the same city; Mr. Frank Harris, guides; Herbert Turner,
Thorndike
Spaulding,
Cambridge, West Medford, Mass; Geo. C. TarringMass.; Mr. H. A. Miner, Boston; Mr. ton, H. V. Hunt, E. L. Rankin, Pea

A WOMAN'S ORDEAL
DREADS DOCTOR'S QUESTIONS
Thousands W rite to Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn,
Mass., and Receive Valuable Advice
A bsolu tely Confidential and Free
I

-------------

There can be no more terrible ordeal
to a delicate, sensitive, refined woman
than to be obliged to answer certain
questions in regard to her private ills,
even when those questions are asked
by her family physician, and many

oontinue to suffer rather than submit
to examinations which so many physi
cians propose in order to intelligently
treat the disease; and this is the rea
son why so many physicians fail to
cure female disease.
This is also the reason why thousands
upon thousands o f women are corre
sponding with Mrs Pinkham, daughterin-law o f Lydia E. Pinkham, at Lynn,
Mass. To her they can confide every
detail of their illness, and from her
great knowledge, obtained from years
of experience in treating female ills,
Mrs. Pinkham can advise sick women
more wisely than the local physician.
Head how Mrs. Pinkham helped Mrs.T.
C. Willadsen. of Manning, la. She writes:
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:
“ I can truly say that you have saved my
life, .and I cannot express my gratitude in
words. Before I wrote to you telling you
how I felt, I had doctored for over two years
steady, and spent lots of money in medicines
besides, but it all failed to do me any good. I
had female trouble andwould daily have faint
ing spells, backache, bearing-down pains, and
my monthly periods were very irregular and
finally ceased. I wrote to you for your adviee and reoelved a letter full of instructions
just what to do, and also commenced to take
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound,
and I have been restored to perfect health.
Had it not been for you I would have been
in my grave to-day.”
Mountains of proof establish the fact
that no medicine in the world equals
Lydia B. Pinkhara’s Vegetable Com
pound for restoribg women’s health.

body, Mass; Clark Hill, Wm. Hun toon,
guides; L. T. Mac Donald, Ohio; B. W.
Rankin, Boston; G. W. Yale, Arlington,
Mass; Thomas Porter, guide.
Boston Work Horse Parade.
The Fourth Annual Work Horse
Parade in Boston will take place in the
forenoon o f May 30th, and it will be the
largest, and the directors think, the
finest exhibition o f horses ever seen in
the United States.
The entries number 596, and they
include every kind o f work horse from
the light delivery wagon steed to the
heavy truck horse. The class for old
horses, embracing about 40 veterans*
all in the pink o f condition, will be
perhaps the most interesting feature in
the parade.
For the Lawrence G o l d Medal,
offered in memory o f the late R. A .
Lawrence, six four horse teams are
entered, which would be worth going
many miles to see
The judges, sixty-five in number,
have been selected with great care, and
are drawn from all parts o f New
England.
The Association which gives these
parades is a purely charitable one, its
sole purpose being to inprove the condi
tion and treatment o f work horses.
FISHING IN FRANKLIN COUNTY.
In Regard to Certain Streams In Franklin
County, Near Madrid.
Section 2 o f chapter 407 o f the Priv
ate and Special laws of 1903 provides
that “ it shall be unlawful to fish for,
take, catch or kill any fish at any time
except as herein provided, in any o f the
following named waters, to w it:”
Then it goes on to say, under the head
o f Franklin county, in that section, “ Or
in the North Branch, called the Chand
ler Mill stream, or in the south branch,
called the Crossman stream, or in Bow
en brook, or in Saddleback stream that
flows into Sandy river at Madrid vil
lage, or in the Ben Morrison brook
which flows into Saddleback stream .”
The above brooks are closed to fishing.
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MAINE,
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“ Feather
light”
REEL

Portland & Rumford Falls Railway
Time-Table, in Effect May 7, 1905.

A. F. MEISSELBACH & BROS.,
39 Prospect Street, Newark, N. J.
PHILLIPS FISHERMEN.
Notes About Town Regarding The
Of Phillips Anglers.

Trains leave Oquossoc f o r Rumford
Falls, Lewiston, Portland and Bos
ton,
7.52 a. m.
Trains due to arrive at Oquossoc from
Boston, Portland, Lewiston a n d
Rumford Falls,
1.35 5.55 p. no.
Trains run daily except Sunday.
R. C. B radford , Traffic Man., Portland, Me.
E. L. L ovejoy , Supt. Rumford Falls. Me.

•6 16
•7 03
11 40

1 85 p m

..2 40
.. 5 36
•5 30 a m
.7 30
12 05 NOON
11 45 a m

Send for guide book and folder giving
other details.
Geo . F. E v a n s , V. P. and Gen. Mgr.,
F. E. B o o t h b y , G. P. A .,
Portland, Maine.

Rangeley Lakes Steamboat Co.
Time-Table—May 15, 1906.
GOING SOUTH.

.

& 5

Rangeley,
R. L. H. Wharf,
Mountain View,
Rangeley Outlet,

A . M.

P. M.

lv w *8 00
lv S «? 8 05
ar « « 8 55
ar

*2
2
3
3

l i 900

40
45
25
30

A . M*

Rangeley Outlet,
Mountain View,
South Rangeley,
R. L. H. Wharf,
Rangeley,

lv
lv
lv
ar
ar

*10 00
10 05
10 45
10 50

00
05
00
35
40

*Daily.
Boat leaving Rangeley Outlet at 10 a. m. con
nects at Rangeley with Phillips & Rangeley rail
road train for Portland and Boston.
Boat leaving Rangeley at 2.40 p. m. connects at
Rangeley with Phillips & Rangeley railroad train
from Portland and Boston.
Boat leaving Rangeley Outlet at ’5 p. m., con
nects at South Rangeley with Rumford Falls &
Rangeley Lakes railroad trains from Portland and
Boston.
All boats connect at Rangeley Outlet with stage
to and from the lower Rangeley Lakes.
The above time-table shows time boats may be
expected to arrived and depart from the several
points, but is not guaranteed.
H. H. F iel d , Gen. Man.

First-Class Livery.
W e have everything in the livery line
that is needed.

Experienced

On the Hills, Along the Lakes
and by the Sea. 10 to 2,000
acres with comfortable build
mgs, $500 and up.
Catalogue o f 200
bargains FREE.
E. A. S t r o u t , 88 Broad St., Boston

AN GLER’S AN N U AL,
Edited by CHAS. BRADFORD.

abetical key by
which any fish by
any name can be in
stantly identified. A
dictionary of fresh
of fresh water and salt
species—appellations, col
ors, haunts,habits habitats
foods, baits, weights, ranges, tides, sea
A Guaranteed Cure For Piles.
sons, sizes, shapes and similes.
One
hundred pages of handsome text.
Illus
Itching, Blind. Bleeding or Protruding Piles. trated. Ends all pisetorial arguments.
Your druggist will wrefund the money if Pas-" Tells who’s in the right. By mail 25 cts.
Ointment fails to cure you in 6 to 14 days. 50 cts
MAINE WOODS, Phillips, Maine.

drivers

jT r’n 2 T r’n 4 Tr’ n 6

Phillips..............
Strong,..............

will take

A . M.

A . M.

P. M .

7.30

8.30

1.30

7.60

9.10

1.50

8.20

10.00

2.20

South Strong,..
Farmington,. . . .
WESTON LEWIS, Pres.

Franklin &

F. N. BEAL, Supt.

Megantic Railway*

Shortest and easiest route to Eustis and the Dead
River region.

Time-Table in Effect, Dec. 18, 1905.
SOUTH.
A . M.
P. M.
Bigelow, lv
11 00 2 00
Carrabassett,
11 20 2 25
(a r
11 40 3 00
Kingfield, {
A . M.
A . M.
P. M.
( lv
7 00 7 05 12 50
*N. Freeman, lv
7 03
12 55
*Mt. Abram Jet., lv
7 35
Salem
7 20
7 45
1 10
*Summit, lv
7 33
1 12
8 45
*W. Freeman, lv 7 35
1 25
Strong, ar
7 45
9 10
1 35
NORTH.
A . M.
A . M.
P. M.
Strong, lv
8 20 10 00 5 12
*W. Freeman, lv 8 30
5 17
^Summit, lv
8 40 10 30 5 27
Salem,
8 45 10 35 5 35
*Mt. Abram Jet*, lv 8 50 10 40
*No. Freeman, lv 8 55
5 43
(ar
9 05 11 30 5 50
Kingfield, (
P. M.
( lv
9 20 12 00 5 55
Carrabassett,
9 50 12 35
Bigelow, ar
10 20 1 05
*Flag stations. Trains stop on notice to
ductor. (Mixed trains.
Close connection is made at Strong with trains
to and from Phillips, Farmington, Portland and
Boston.
Stage connection at Bigelow for Stratton and
Eustis, at Carrabassett for Flagstaff and Dead
River.
GEO. M. VOSE. Superintendent.

&

Rangeley and Eustis
Railroads.

SETH M. CARTER, Receiver.
Time-Table, in E ffect Oct, 9, 1905.
The only all-rail line to Rangeley. The shortest,
quickest and easiest route to all points in the
Dead River region.
NORTH.
Boston. ^

No. 5.
A. M.

9 00
8 30

£ }y

P. M .

Portland, lv
Farmington, lv
Phillips, ar
Phillips, lv
Madrid,
Reed’s,
Sanders,
Redington,
Eustis Junction,
Dead River,
Rangeley, ar

12 55
4 40
5 30
5 40
5 57
*6 05
*6 17
6 45
*7 05
*7 08
7 05

No. 6.
SOUTH.
A . M.
Rangeley, lv
11 00
Dead River,
11 15
Eustis Junction, *11 18
Redington,
*11 40
Sanders,
Reed’s.
Madrid,
Phillips, ar
Phillips, lv
Farmington,
Portland,
Boston,

P. M.

*12 03
*12 15
12 23
12 40
1 30
2 25
5 45
9 05

The American Express Company transacts
business at all points on line o f Phillips & Rangeley railroad.
*Flag Stations. Trains stop on notice to con
ductor.
The above table shows the time that trains may
be expected to arrive and depart from the several
stations, but is not guaranteed.
Subject to
change and correction without notice.
F. A. LAWTON. Supt. D. F. FIELD. G. P. & T. A

parties when desired.

P, R IC H A R D S O N & CO ,
Rangeley.

-

Maine.
Arrangement of Trains.

The Angler’s Secret
By Charles Bradford.

E

Maine Farms For Sale

The stable has been

enlarged and newly equipped through
out.

12.05 12.30 5.10
12.30 1.00 6.30

Phillips,.......... .

P. M.

*5
5
6
6
6

4.40

P. M.

S tron g,..............

Phillips

GOING NORTH.

T r ia ls .

E

A POPULAR alph-

■ -11 CO a m
— 1 30 p m
. . . 2 25
. . . 5 45
...9 05
..7 40
■•-11 10 am
...9 30
.. . 5 25
. -7 16
.. . 9 40
..11 48
-.11 43
12 40 NOON
.•10 55 a m
...1 00 p m
...1 55
•••9 f6 a m
•6 68

Eastp ort.......................
Calais............... .......... .
Princeton.....................
Greenville......................
Kineo ............................
Jackman.......................
Katahdin Iron Works
Norcross ................. .
Millinocket....................
Sherman......................
P atten ..........................
Ashland........................
Caribou........................
Vanburen............. .
W inn..............................
Vaneeboro....................
St. John........................
Fredericton...................

Luck

The bitter trail in a woman’s life Is to
be childless. Who can tell how hard the
struggle mav have been ere she learnt to
resign herself to her lonely lot? The ab
sence of this link to bind marital life
together, the absence of this one pledge
to mutual affection is a common disapointment. Many unfortunate couples
ecome estranged thereby. Even If they
do not drift apart, one may read the whole
extent of their disappointment in the eyes
of such a childless couple when they rest
on the children of others. To them the
largest family does not seem too numerous.
In many cases of barrenness or child
lessness the obstacle to child-bearing is
easily removed by the cure of weakness on
the part of the woman. Dr. Pierce’s Fa
vorite Prescription has been the means of
restoring health and fruitfulness to many
a barren woman, to the great joy of the
household. In other, but rare cases, the
obstruction to the bearing of children has
been found to be of a surgical character,
but easily removable by painless operative
treatment at the Invalids’ Hotel and Surical Institute, Buffalo, N. Y., over which
>r. Pierce of the "Favorite Prescription ”
fame presides. In all cases where chil
dren are desired and are absent, an effort
should be made to find out the real cause,
since it is generally so easily removed by
proper treatment.
In all the various weaknesses, displace
ments, prolapsus, inflammation and de
bilitating, catarrhal drains and in all
cases of nervousness and debility, Dr.
Pierce’s Favorite Prescription is the most
efficient remedy that can possibly be used.
It has to its credit hundreds of thousands
of cures —more in fact than any other
remedy put up for sale through druggists,
especially for woman’s use. The ingredi
ents of which the "Favorite Prescription ”
is composed have received the most
positive endorsement from the leading
medical writers on Materia Medica of all
the several schools of practice. All the
ingredients are printed in plain English
on the wrapper enclosing the bottle, so
that any woman making use of this
famous medicine mav know exactly what
she is taking. Dr. Pierce takes his pa
tients into his full confidence, which he
can afford to do as the formula after
which the "-Favorite Prescription" is
made will bear the most careful exam
ination.
Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets are the
best and safest laxative for women.

11.00 12.10

South

From the Rangeleys to the Sporting
Points in Maine and New Brunswick.
Lv Rangeley.........................
Phillips..........................
Farmington.................
A r Portland........................
Boston...........................
Belgrade....................
Bingham........................
Hartland......................
Bangor........... ..............
Ellsw orth.....................

A.

South Strong,..

Maine Central Railroad*

M achias......................

Mr. John Everett went to Redington
pond fishing the first o f last week and
had good luck with the good sized and
gamy trout of
that place.
Mr.
Everett returned to town much re
freshed with his outing and having
about thirty fine trout in his creel.
Rev. John A. Ford and Corydon
Felker were also at Redington and
the
luck
they
had
was
the
kind that Redington pond fishermen
usually have—the best. Messrs. Ford,
Everett and Felker caught all told in
the pond and the brook below, 185
trout in three day’s fishing and “ we
might have caught m ore,” continued
Mr. Felker. The party was royally
entertained by Proprieter and Mrs. J.
F. Hough.
The following merry party were at
Sandy River ponds the first o f last
week: Mr. and Mrs. Frank Haley,
Misses Lizzie Griffith, Blanche Presson
and Messrs. Geo. Hennings and Otto
Badger. They had very good success
with rod and reel.
The boys have been having very good
success o f late fishing in the river near
the dam. The trout that are caught
there are very good size and are
numerous enough to make very
interesting fishing.
Brook fishing in this town is saijl to
be getting better every day. W ith the
coming o f June many fishermen will
visit our brooks.

The

Tr’n l Tr’ n 3 Tr’ n 5
M . P . M . P. M.

North

is always right. It runs
as slick as oil. The
Cheapest, Lightest and
Strongest Reel made. Only lowpriced reel made
with Hardened Steel bearings and click. No gear
ing to get out of order. Click, double pointed, re
versible. No screws in frame to jar loose. Spool
instantly released when necessary.
Guaranteed not to get out o f order like other
reels with brass click and bearings, which soon
wear out, making reels useless. We repair our
reels free—no other maker will. Made in nickel
and bronze. Handsomely finished. Two sizes—
70-yard Trout or Bass, and 80 yard Bass, $2 each.
Stop at nearest dealer’s and see them. Look for
stamp “ Featherlight.” Send postal for our book
let. all about reels and landing nets.

W o m a n ’s

Sandy River Railroad*
Time-Table in Effect, Oct. 9, 1905.

IN E F F E C T M O N D A Y , N O V E M B E R
PULLM AN

“ The Wild Fowlers.”
Net, $1.00 postage paid.

Illustrated.

The Angler’ s Secret is, as the author
tells us, to replenish the soul and not
the creel.

It is a secret that cannot be

revealed to an unsympathetic mind,
and only the lover o f nature can fully
understand that communing with field,
stream and sky which results in the
perfect contentment o f the angler who
has learned the secret. Given free for
two subscriptions to M a i n e W o o d s ac

27, 1905.

S E R V IC E .

Pullman Buffet Parlor Cars between Caribou
and Bangor on train leaving Caribou at 6.00 a. m.
and Bangor at 3.15 p. m. Sleeping Car on train
leaving Caribou 4.10 p. m. and Bangor 3.55 a. m.
T R A IN S

Author o f “ The Determined A ngler,”

CAR

LEAVE

BANGOR.

3.65 a. m .—For and arriving at Millinocket, 6.40
a. m., Houlton, 8.50 a. m., Presque Isle, 10.32 a. m.
Fort Fairfield, 10.55 a. m „ Caribou, 11.00 a. m. Van
Buren 12.40 p. m.
7.00 a. m .—For and arriving at So. Lagrange,
8.10 a. m. Brownville, 9.01 a. m. Katahdin Iron
Works 9.50 a. m. Millinocket 10.25 a. m. Patten
11.50 a. m. Ashland 2.15 p. m. Fort Kent 4.15 p.
m. Houlton 12.55 p. m. Presque Isle 2.46 p. m.
Caribou 3.15 p. m. Van Buren 5.30 p. m. Fort
Fairfield 3.05 p. m. Limestone 4.10 p. m. Dover
9.17 a. m. Guilford 9.41 a. m. Monson 10.17 a. m.
Greenville 10.55 a. m. Kineo 1.00 p. m.
3.15 p. m .—For and arriving at So. Lagrange
4.12 p.m. Brownville 4.49 p. m. Millinocket 6.03
p. m. Sherman 6.54 p. m. Patten 7.25 p. m.
Houlton 8.16 p. m. Mars Hill and Blaine 9.25 p. m.
Presque Isle 9.57 p. m. Caribou 10.25 p. m. Fort
Fairfield 10.15 p. m.
4.50 p. m.—For and arriving at Lagrange 6.10
p. m. Milo 6.35 p. m. Brownville 6.45 p. m. Dover
and Foxcroft, 7.03 p. m. Guilford 7.26 p. m.
Greenville 8.40 p. m. Quebec 1.15 p. m. Montreal
8.55 a. m.
A R R IV A L S .

companied by $2.00. One o f the above
9.25 a. m. Leaving Montreal 7.25 p. m. Quebec
2.45 p. m. Greenville 5.35 a. m. Guilford 6.44 a. m.
must be a new subscriber.
Dover 7.02 a.m. Brownville 7.20 a. m. Milo 7.30 a.
MAINE WOODS, Phillips, Me.

If you want to know
where to get good

FISHING
or

desire circulars, description

matter or information regarding
Hotels or Camps in M AINE’ S
FISHING
GIONS.

or

HUNTING

RE

Send stamps.

MAINE WOODS INFORMATION,
BUREAU,
Phillips,

-

-

Maine.

m. So: Lagrange 8.10 a m
1.00 p. m. Leave Caribou 6.00 a. m. Presque
Isle 6.27 a. m. Fort Fairfield 6.00 a. m. Houlton
8.05 a. m. Ashland 6.50 a. m. Patten 8.50 a. m.
Millinocket 10.16 a. m. Brownville 11.25 a. m.
Milo 11.34 a. m.
7.25 p. m .—Leaving Kineo 1.20 p. m. Greenville
3.40 p. m. Monson 3.55 p. m. Guilford 4.50 p. m.
Dover 5.08 p. m. Limestone 9.50 a. m. Van Buren
9.30 a. m. Caribou 11.45 a. m. Presque Isle 12.15
p. m. Fort Fairfield 11.40 a. m. Houlton 2.00 p.
m. Fort Kent 10.45 a. m. Ashland 12.45 p. m. Pat
ten 2.60 p. m. Sherman 3.27 p. m. Millinocket 4-20
p. m. Brownville 6.33 p. m. Milo 6.43 p. m. La
grange 6.10 p. m.
11.46 p. m. Leaving Van Buren 2.40 p. m. Car
ibou 4.10 p. m. Fort Fairfield 4.15 p. m. Presque
*sle 4.38 p. m. Houlton 6.20 p. m. Millinocket 8.43
p. m.
Trains leave So. Lagrange for Stockton, Searsport and intermediate stations at 8.15 a m. and
6.20 p. m., arriving at Stockton at 10.15 a. m. and
8-20 p. m. and Searsport at 10.25 a. m. and 8.30
p. m. Returning, leave Searsport at 6.50 a. m.
and 1.50 p. m. and Stockton at 6.05 a. m. and 2.05
p. m., arriving at So. Lagrange at 8.05 a. m. and
4.05 p- m.
C. C. BROWN, General Pass, and Ticket Agent.
W. M. BROWN, General Superintendent.
Bangor. Me., Nov. 25, 1905.
"U'OX HUNTERS who have been
appointed of late years in not finding their game, should visit Phillips, Maine. There
are plenty of foxes in this vicinity and they are
not trapped or hunted as much as they formerly
were. For full information address,
®Maine Woods Information Bureau, Phillips, Me.

M AINE

THE BARKER LETTER.
FISHING

P A R TIES

HAVING

EXCEL

LENT SUCCESS ON THE LAKE.
Hon. Chas. Sumner Cook of Portland, En
tertaining a Party at His Private
Camp, Hirobsamcook. Grounds About
Hotel Have Been Greatly Improved.
(Special correspondence to M aine W oods .)

WOODS,

H ea lth y Liver
Mesons HeeJth

Targets center 100 yards rifle or 30 yards pistol |
(this is the kind that is used mostly in the target |
! practice in Phillips) price 25c a dozen.

CSELF-FILLING
o n k lin s ,
PEN

TROUT
A N D OTHER

Fair y Tales
Send three 2 cent
stamps to

Maine W oods,
Phillips,

-

Maine,

for a Copy.
Edited by Francis 1. Maule
j y If you “ can't go” we’ll bring the w ilder
ness to you—I f you can we’ ll.tell you how, wl en
and where.

FIE LD A N D STREAM
A lot o f good things in the issue now on sale cn
all news stands—15c.
Don’t miss Horace Kephart’s series o f articles
on CAMPING A N D WOODCRAFT now appear
ing in this magazine. This is only one o f the
many invaluable features which have contributed
to the success o f Field and Stream America’s
biggest and best m agazi'e for ^j ortsmen.
j£Jr 'To all who send $1.50 lor u year’s subscrip
tion and mention this paper we w ill send^postpaid
a copy of Theodore Roosevelt’s book.
Hunting
the Grizzly and Other Sketches,” or if preferred,
a pair o f our famous duck shooh’ng con panion
pict nes in col.ir, fit to adorn any sportsman’ s
home or den.
FIELD AND STREAM. 35 W 21st St., New York.

An Eight-?o::nd Salmon.
When S ;ite A ssessor F. M. Simpson
was a. th M >>s ■lookrcr'guntic House,
on his recent trip tlimurh the Ranglev
he c ui fhc an eight-pound salmon. Mr.
Simpsun, it is sa d, pat an extrem e
valuation on ti.e fish, which is said to be
the first case on reoo” J where he has
made a steep assessment!

thumb,and the CON KLIN PEN 1
filled and ready for instant use. It Ja
simple,convenient, eflicient, with no
complex mechanism and nothing
to get out of order.
The elastic ink reservoir is
compressed by the presser bar
under the thumb, and, when re
leased, instantly draws in the
Ink through the feed channels
at the point. The quickly ad
justed lock-ring prevents ink
from being forced out again. Feeds
regularly untU thelastdrop of ink
In reservoir is used. Alwaysresponds
without kick or balk. Cleans itself
as easily as It is filled. Fully guar
anteed.
<• I f your dealer does not handle
the CO N K LIN PEN, let us make
you our Special Offer to Fountain
Fen Users. Full Informa- / I
tion, with illustrated cata
logue, sent upon request.

Sold by dealers every
where.

THE CONKLIN PEN CO..
514.514.518 Jefferson Ave.,
Toledo, Ohio.
M Reade St., New York.
1668Cnrtls St., Denver.
414 .Market 81., San Fra
erlcan
rican Agencies, Ltd., 88 Shoe Lane, Fleet
St., uui
London, E. C., Eng. Rae, Mann A
Gilbert,
srt, 47 Market St., Melbourne, Anet.

A Modest Suggestive Novelty
SEND 60 CENTS
(stamps taken) for
a beautiful Trou
Fly Watch Charm
to he sent to you
address prepaid.
A perfect trout f l y
enclosed
between
glass crystals an»l
s u r r i 'U m 'e d by g u a r ante d pold pl at 
band.
Given free for tw<su b s c r i p t i ons t>>
M a in e

W oods ac

companied by *2.0n.
O re of the abov»must be a new u •
scriber.
MAINE
' ’ •O'Mv;
Phillips, Mo.

Standard American target bull’s-eye, white cen
ter. 20c a dozen.
Standard American target center. 150 yards ri
fle. 40c a dozen.
Standard American target, 100 feet rifle prac
tice, 15c a dozen.
These can be bought at this office or will be sent
by mail upon receipt o f cash or stamps and
stamps to pay postage.
The above prices are tne same as asked by the
patentee of the targets.
MAINE W OODS, Phillips, Maine.

HANDY
ACCIDENTAL SHOOTING
OUTFIT
IN T H E GAM E SEASON,

containing varioususeful
tools, any of which can
be firmly attached to the
Pocket Knife, as indi
cated by the arrow, in
one second by a single
backward wrist move
ment.
The entire outfit can
be carried in the vest
pocket.
Dimensions are as fol
lows:—Pocket Book, 4
1-2x3 1-2 x 3-4 inches:
knife, 3 7-8 inches; file,
4 inches; reamer, 3 1-2
inches; saw 4 inches;
chisel, 3 5-8 inches; screw driver, 3 3-4 inches.

The best treatise on this subject
that has ever been published. A
neat and attractive booklet. Sent to
any address for 20c. Address

M a in e W oods (New or Old) and this complete
outfit, postpaid, for $2.50.

Phillips,

BY JOHN FRANCIS SPRAGUE.

M AIN E

W OODS,
-

-

Maine.*ol

MAINE WOODS, Phillips, Maine.

backed by the general law o f average
proves that the first appearance o f an
advertisement does not bring business
nor even create much curiosity. It
costs little to advertise in Maine
W o o d s . A trial (one time) insertion
for business advertising is a waste of
money. If you go in, stay in and it
will pay you.
“ Keeping everlastingly
at it” is the only way to success.
In continuity is strength. In discon
nection is failure.
Few people buy
anything the first time they hear about
it. There is not a solitary case where
intermittent advertising has brought
returns compared with that from con
tinuous advertising—that everlasting
pounding away at the public day in and
day out.

Phillips,

1906.

Pocket Knife Tool Kit

E x p erien ce

MAINE

1,

A

M aine W oods keeps in stock the following I

E

TAME

JUNE

i Standard American targets:

B a r k e r , May 28, 1906.
The past week has been one o f fish
ing and pleasure for the guests here.
On Saturday night the followsng
party o f well known Portland people
BEARS KILL MOOSE.
arrived and for a week will be at home
in Camp Boston, the largest camp
LADY M ISTAKES PORCUPINE FOR
here. Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Winslow,
BEAR IN LUMBER CAMP.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P. Shaw, Mr.
and Mrs. Chas. W . T. Goding, Miss
C. C. Brooks, Portland Gets 400 Pound
Blanche and Master Charles, W. T.
Bear. All These Exciting Incidents
Goding, Jr.
Mr. Abner P. Leighton
Happened
at Black Brook Camps.
o f same the city is also here.
Fishing There Is Prime.
Miss Clara H. Ginn o f Boston joined
her brother, Mr. and Mrs. Ginn for
[Special correspondence to M a in e W oods.]
several weeks and are greatly enjoying
D ead R iver , May 30, 1906.
the fishing.
The fishing at Black Brook Camps
Mr. and Mrs. N ath’ l N. l'hayer have
as much pleasure fishing as if their has opened up the be3t we have ever
“ biggest y e t” was only a 4 pound had at this time o f the season and
everyone is enjoying sport catching the
trout.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Gill and son, F. speckled beauties.
The first party o f the season to visit
L. Gill o f W est Newton, Mass., are
the camps was Mr. and Mrs. C. T.
among the late comers.
Herbert Clay returned home to Port Hurd o f Dover, N. H., Dr. and Mrs.
land with a good catch for his friend, J. E. S. Pray o f Exeter, N. H., Miss
Grace S. Smith o f North Anson, with
the largest a fou r pound salmon.
J. E. Harlon and W m. Byers o f Ansel Eames and Philander Taylor o f
Newton Center fished here for six days Flagstaff guides, all coming over
and caught forty-nine fish, the largest from Spring Lake.
They got 48 trout from 1-4 to 1-2
a five pound trout.
Mr. and Mrs. W m. J. W right o f pounds each. There was much com
Boston and Dr. Calvin Pratt o f Bridge- ment and jesting in regard to rods, all
water, Mass., are among the late having nice Bristol steel rods, except
Miss Smith who used a dainty bam
comers.
A t Hirobsamcook Hon. Chas. Summ r boo rod and though it was her first at
Cook of Portland is entertaining at nis tempt at catching square tail trout,
private camp
the follow ing friends Miss Smith landed 9 out o f 25 that were
for a w eek; Dr. and Mrs. Bradford, caught.
Mrs.
Sally
Kimball,
W ardsworth I Much excitement was caused when
Noyes, MUs Mattie M attocks o f Port- ^ rs- Hurd thought she had a black bear
land, Col. and Mrs. Jas. C. W hite o f |caSed UPln an old lumber camp along
the trail when some distance ahead of
Boston.
The grounds in front o f this hotel the others. But when all was over with
have been greatly improved since last a good revolver in the hands o f Guido
fall and Capt. Barker has changed this Philander Taylor and a club handled by
spot o f the wilderness on the lake Jim Harlow it proved to be a large por
shore to one o f the most attractive cupine.
A t this stage o f the game Mrs. Hurd
places in the region.
found that her guide was missing. A f
ter some search he was found back on
ABOUT FOX HUNTING.
the trail but Ansel declared he was all
, right and just kept back out o f the way
The Opinion of an Old Hunter and 1until he could find bis revolver car
tridges, but several said they had rath
Trapper.
er have a crowd handy than one lone
N orw ay Maine , May 23, 1906.
gu de in such a case.
Jim says Miss Smith took back to
To the Editor of M a in e W oods :
I have been much interested in the Spring lake a small tablecloth or a large
red bandanna handkerchief tied up full
letters printed in your journal the past j o f Mayflowers.
winter and spring, written by Mr.
Dr. H. P. Perkins and son o f Lowell,
Stone, Mr. Bently and Mr. Athens on Mass, are also here with a party of four
|for a week’s fishing. W. P. Watson of
fox hunting and trapping. I agree Kingfield is with him
with Mr. Stone that fo x hunting is a
A fair sized moose was killed by two
great sport although it is not recog or more bears a few days ago on the
nized as a sport here in Maine. In one Otter Pond trail and since has been
nearly eaten up by the bears whoso f Mr. Bently's letters he said “ a fox signs show several different sixes, D
stood no chance against men and d og s.” was done in a moose yard and . i
I have always found that he stood thought the bears attacked the i
much more than an even chance and I while asleep as signs o f a fich» w:i
ainly to be seen on the grou id i : i
have hunted him some.
I hunted
y
foxes every year for more than 25
years and I have had some experience
in the matter.
Mr. Bently also says “ a fo x stands
an even chance with the trapper.” In
TO FILL
^ ^ T h . ORIGINAL.^ ONLYGENUINf a
your issue o f Feb. 2, he says he is quite
sure o f every fo x that strikes his trails.
I have tried to make the two statements
jibe but can not do it. I f one o f them
is true the other certainly is not.
A. M. D umham .
Simply dip In the Ink, press with tb e

THE

M AINE,

Standard American Targets. ]

Dear

Sirs:—
I took the “L. F.” Bitters for my
liver, and was greatly benefited.
Yours respectfully,
MISS C A R R IE I. W IT H A M ,
b o r . 30, 1903.
No. Castine, Me.
It is easier to keep well than to get
well. Use “ L. F„” when you’re “ ail
ing” and you won’t be sick. The True
“L. F .” A tw ood ’s Bitters, 35 cents.

PHILLIPS,

INFORMATION FREE.
W e often get enquiries from parties ' dho want a

unch

of circulars of camps and hotels in Maine tad of Railroa 1and
Steamboat lines.

W e send these free of cl arge for the beiefit

of advertisers in Maine Woods ard our reacera, Send stan ps.

MAINE WOODS INFORMATION BURE A11,

WOODS,

Phillips,

Maine.

Maine.

H a v e

Y o u

Walking.?
dometer

M aine W oods In fo rm a tio n B u reau .

Will

Write to Maine W oods for information about where to go
fishing,
where fish can be caught. We have the circulars of hotels
How Far. j
and camps located in fishing localities that we furnish for the ask
Thi sPedometer i s ing.
Send stamps. Address,
faultless, and j
is wo r t h
MAINE WOODS, Phillips, Maine.

MAINE WOODS,

GIRL

many times
the price.
We s e n d
them post>aid for $1.00
:ach.
Sent free
for two sub
scriptions acc o m p a n ied
by $2.00, one
of w hich
m u s t be a
new sub
scription.
Phillips. Maine.

BAS l JA L l. PLAYER.

Champion of H er Sex Y /h o
Great P-ecord as a
Thrower.

Has a

Four years ago Miss Marion Rey
nolds was tne champion female ball
piayer of Maine, if not of the United
States. She was born on a farm, says
Modern W om en, and was one of a
large iamily, mostly boys, all of whom
were notea local baseball players.
As she Lrew to maturity her services
were frequently required to make up
the regular number for a team, and in
this way she got such practice that she
equalled any o f them on the team.
A claim was made by the friends of
a yevng lady in a New York college as
the champion because of her throwing
a ball 181 feet. But at Belfast, Me.,
Miss Reynolds threw the regulation
ball, notwithstanding a strong wind
was blowing, a distance o f 182(4 feet.
The measurement was made by the
managers and several doubters. After
the exhibition they tried her as a
catcher, pitcher and batter, and she
could outplay them all.
Miss Reynolds is of medium height
and graceful form. Her manners are
pleasing and unassuming. She dresses
with taste. She has played ball in
many cities, but has retired from the
game and is now teaching school.

NEW

YO RK

SAMARITANS.

Incident of the Fallen Horse, the Calm
Driver and the W illin g
Helpers.

It has been said of New Yorkers,
and the saying is supported by a series
of traditions, that if the wind blew
off a man’s hat in New York at least
50 persons will run to pick it up, anx
ious to recover it, brush it and run
a block to return it to the owner.
Yesterday a horse drawing a heavily
loaded wagon on the Bowery slipped
and fell.
Before
the animal
got
.through kicking and struggling it was
tangled in the harness from bridle to
breeching.
The driver looked tired and seemed
to enjoy his cigarette and the respite
from work. In a minr.te norse and
wagon were sarrcv.ndeu by a crowd.
Twenty or more men got busy and
pretty soon the horse was on its feet,
the harness adjusted and the crowd
scattered. The driver didn’t move an
inch from the time the horse fell until
he clucked to the horse to resume the
1 "ip. He didn’t even smile. He took
i s a matter of course.

ALWAYS TAKE

MOTHERS AdVICE.

Mother’s Medioine C h e s t.
When we loek back to childhood and
think of what mother advised, we feel
pretty oertain that she advised what was
right from her own experience.
She
Inherited later in her instinct of mother
hood a knowledge of childish ailments and
a certain class of remedies that she knew
well and their effects. Experience after
all Is the best teacher. Most mothers
know as well as doctors, and often better,
what ails a young girl on the threshold
of young womanhood and what she
needs.
For nearly forty years many
mothers have recommended to ailing
girls a prescription made from wellknown native, medicinal plants. Lady’s
Slipper root. Golden Seal root. Black Co
hosh root, Unicorn reot, Blue Cohosh root
and chemically pure glycerine make one
of the best prescription* for the period
ical troubles and afflictions whlcn visit
womankind at one time or another.
Prof. F. Ellingwood, M. D., of Bennett
Medical College, says of Lady’s Slipper
root: " I t exercises special Influence upon
nervous conditions, depending upon dis
orders of the feminine organs — relieves
ain, restlessness and nervousness.” Prof.
no. M. Scudder, M. D., says of the same
root, " I t Is valuable In all cases of
nervous excitability or Irritability.” Of
Golde: Seal root, Edwin M. Hale^M. D.,
Professor of Materia Mediea at Hahne
mann Medical College, Chicago, sa ys:
•In Its general effects on the system
there is no medicine ln use about which
there la such general unanimity of opin
ion. It is universally regarded as a
tonic useful in all debilitated states.”
Prof. F. Ellingood. M.'D., author of "A
Treatise on Materia Mediea and Thera
peutics,” says of Golden Seal root: " i t 4#

S

an important remedy in disorders of th*
womb* Of Black Cohosh root. Prof.
Jno. M. K .ag, M. D., author of * Women
and Her Diseases,” says: "Upon the re
productive organs It exerts a specific
influence, promoting regularity. In dysmenorrhoafc (painful periods), it Is sur
passed by no other arug, being of the
greatest utility in irritative ana conges
tive conditions, for dragging pains re
sembling the pains of rheumatism and
for side ache.*’ Of Unicorn root the
A m e b ic a n D ispen sato ry says : " I t is
one of our most valuable agents, acting
as a uterine tonic, and gradually remov
ing abnormal conditions, while at the
same time It impart# tone and vigor to
tho reproductive organs, hence it is muefc
used in leucorrhoea, amenorrhcea (sup
pressed periods), dysmenorrhoea (painful
periods), etc.”
Dr. John Fyfe, Editor of the "Eclectic
Medical Review," says of Unicorn root
3eloD<as Dioica), one of the chief lngrelents of Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Pre
scription:
" A remedy which lnvariabiy acts as
a uterine lnvigorator and always favors
a condition which makes for normal
activity of the entire reproductive sys
tem, cannot fail to be of great useful
ness and of the utmost Importance to the
ineral practitioner of medicine.
In
elonlas we have a medicament which
more fully answers the above purposes

S

E

than any other drug with which I am
acquainted. In the treatment of diseases

peculiar to women It Is'seldom that a
case is seen which does not present some
indication for this remedial agent.”
He continues:. "Helonias (Unicorn root)
—through its tonic and alterative Influ
ence— acts equally well in amenorrhcea
(suppressed menstruation) and in menor
rhagia (flooding or profuse menstruation).
I t Xs especially called for in cases of
amenorrhcea which are accompanied by
general debility and an atonic (weak)
condition of the digestive organs, as it
Increases the appetite and promotes di’cstion and assimilation.
When there
s atony (weakness) of the generative
organs and a tendency to miscarriage its
tonio influence upon the sexual system

f

will aid much in bringing about a normal
condition of the structures involved.
In sterility and impotence its curative
power is unmistakable, and within a
reasonable time it will restore to health
ful activity all cases not dependent upon
organic wrongs, and in leucorrhoea and
defective menstruation it is a frequently
needed remedy.”
The following are among the leading
indications for Helonias : "Pain or ach
ing in the back, with leucorrhoea; atonic
(weak) conditions of the reproductive
organs of wemen. mental depression and
irritability, associated with chronic dis
eases of the reproductive organs of
women: constant sensation of heat in
the region of the kidneys; menorrhagia
(flooding), due to a weakened condi
tion of the reproductive system; amenor
rhcea (suppressed menstruation), arising
from or accompanying an abnormal con
dition of the digestive organs and an
anaemic (thin blood) habit; dragging sen
sations in the extreme lower part of the
abdomen.”
If more or less of the above symptoms
are present, no Invalid woman can do
better than take Dr. Pierce’s Favorite
Prescription, one of the leading and pre
dominating ingredients of which is Uni
corn root, or Helonias, associated with
other equally efficient medicinal extract#
of native roots.
From the above extracts It will be
understood why Doctor Pierce is so suc
cessful in curing diseases peculiar to
women with a carefully prepared glyc
eric extract of the above mentioned
roots in lust the right proportions—this
compound being called Dr. Pierce’s Fa
vorite Prescription. As a solvent and
reservative, glycerine Is superior to alcool and is entirely unobjectionable. The
"Favorite Prescription” Is the only medi
cine put up for sale through druggists
for the cure of woman’s peculiar ail
ments that does not contain alcohol and
that too ln large quantities. It Is also
the only non-secret medicine for women
sold by druggists. Its ingredients are
minted in full on the bottle wrapper and
n plain English.
Dr. Pierce feels that he can afford to
take the afflicted into his full confidence
and lay all the ingredients of his medi
cines freely before them because these
ingredients are such as are endorsed and
most strongly praised by scores of the
most eminent medical writers of all the
several schools of practice as cures for
the diseases for which these medicines
are recommended.
Your druggists sell the " F avo r ite
P rescription ” and also that famous
alterative, blood purifier and stomach
tonic, the "G olden M e d ic a l D iscov 
e r y .” Write to Dr. Pierce about your
case. He Is an experienced physican
and will treat your case as confiden
tial and without charge for correspond
ence. Address him at the Invalids’
Hotel and Surgical Institute, Buffalo,
N. Y ., of which he is chief consulting
physician.
It is as easy to be well as ill — and
much more comfortable. Constipation
is the cause of m a w forms of Illness.
Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets cure con
stipation. They are tiny, sugar-coated
granules. One little "P e lle t"is a gentle
axative. two a mild cathartic. Alt
dealers in medicines sell them.
A good medical book, written in plain
English, and free from technical terms
is a valuable work for frequent consulta
tion. Such a work is Dr. Pierce’s Com
mon Sense Medical Adviser. It’s a book
of 1008 pages, profusely illustrated. It
Is given away now, although formerly
sola In cloth binding for 51.50. Send A
cents, in one-cent stamps, to pay for oosi
of mailing only for paper-covered copy,
addressing Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo,
N. Y . ; or 31 cents for an elegantly clothbound copy.
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H OTELS A N D CAMPS.

H O TELS AN D CAMPS.

Notes and Comments.

MAINE,

E ustis , M e.

Aroostook County.
Round Mountain Lake Camps. Excellent trout
The fishing on the lakes, ponds and
fishing all the year
round.
Reached
Via O xb o w , M e .
streams o f Maine is getting better and
by a good road.
A tk in s’s Camps. Famous for ^toose, deer and
better every day.
Log camps, up
big fish. Write for special small maps and circu
to date, nice and
lar to
W. M. Atkins, Oxbow, Me.^,
clean. Rates al
At a recent shoot of the Hit-or-Miss
ways
reasonable.
Via O xb o w . M e.
Telephone connec
rifle team of Livermore Falls and the Spider Lake Camps. Good camps. The best
tions. We answer
f hunting. Good accommodations.. Allegash
correspon d e n c e
Myles Standish team o f Portland, the otrips
a specialty. Address,
promptly.
Arbo & Libby, Oxbow, Me.
Livermore Falls boys trimmed the
Dion O. Blackwell,
Portland boys 325 to 309. The shooting
Manager,
Via Bangor & A roostook R ailroad .
Eustis, - Maine.
was done at 200 yards, standard Cummings's S porting Camps and Sum m er
Resort, Square and Cross lakes. Fishing for the
American target off hand, five men largest square tailed trout and landlocked salmon New York Office. Room 29. 335 Broadway.
in
Maine. Moose hunting has no equal in the
representing each club and shooting a state.
R a n g eley . M e .
Deer and all kinos of small game. Par
string o f ten shots each. Targets were tridge and duck shooting a specialty. Eleven W anted, Sum m er Boarders. Lake Side Farm
offers
fine accommodations for sportsmen; is in
miles from Stockholm Station, Van buren exten
exchanged for comparison.
sion o f Bangor & Aroostook R.R. Daily mail. For close proximity to the best fishing Rangeley lake
A recent fish record received from
Otter ponds, reads as follows: Salmon,
weights, 8, 7, 6 1-4, 5 1-4, 4 3-4, 5, 6 3-4,
6 1-4, 4 1-2, 8 1-4, 5, 5, 8, 7 pounds.
Trout, 5 1 4, 4 1-4, 4, 1 1-2, 3, 6 1-4,
4, 3, 2 3-4, 2 1-2, 2, 5 1-4, 5, 3 1-2, 3 1-4,
3, 3, 2 1-2, 2 1-2, 2 1-4, 2 1-2, 2, 2, 2 1-4,
1 1-2, 1 1-2, 1 pounds.

further particulars address, D. L. Cummings & offers.
dress,
Co., Guerette. Aroostook county, Me.

For further particu ars and terms ad
H. M. Bemis, Box 325, Rangeley, Maine.

FROM BALD MOUNTAIN.
Many Are the Improvements at
Beautiful Camps.

These

[Special correspondence to M aine W oods .]

B ald M o u n tain Ca m p s , May 23,1906.

HOTELS
On

the

1906.
AND

GOOD CATCH AT PICKFORD’ S.

CAMPS

C a n a d ia n Pacific

The Fishing is Good and Guests Are En

Camp R ecreation on Beattie Pond, a beautiful
natural trout pond, second to none in the world.
Broqk fishing, deer and all big game shooting
unexcelled Write W. L. Walker & Son, Lowelltown, Maine.
Via R a n g e le y .

Y o rk 's Camps, Loon Lake. Ten Ponds. Best
Deer and Birds shooting in this section. A postal
brings illustrated booklet.
J. Lewis York. Proprietor, Rangeley. Maine.

Kennebec Countv.
B elgrade L a k e s , M e .

The B elgrade. Best sportsman’s hotel in New
England. Best black bass fishing in the world,
best trout fishing in Maine. Chas. A. Hill & ISon,
Mg’ rs.
S ummer B oarders .

Rom e Mineral S pring Farm delightfully located 11-2 miles from the north end of Belgrade
|lakes. The best trout brook fishing in Maine.
Reasonable rates. For further particulars and
new booklet, address
A. S. Foster, R. F. D. Nr. 1, Mercer, Me.

Oxford Countv.
U pper Dam House. Good hunting. Send] for
circular. John Chadwick & Co., Upper Dam, Me.

joying Life.
[Special correspondence to M a in e W oods .]
Pic k f o r d ’ s C a m p s ,

May 25, 1906.
Mr. Robert W. Cuming o f Newark,
N J., caught the following fish May 23:
Salmon, 3 3-4 pounds; trout, 2 1-2 and
2 pounds and several small ones.
Mr. Wales B. Stockbridge o f New
York City, salmon, 5 1-2 pounds; trout,
4 1-2 and 1 1-2 pounds. May 24, 4 1-2
and 2 3-4-pound salmon.
Mr. Robert W. Cuming May 24, took
i two salmon, one o f 4 pounds and one
|
[ 2 1-2; trout, 3 1-2.
Mr. Cuming and family have taken
two camps for the season and will re
main until the middle o f October.
Fishing has been good the last two
days.
Rangeley,

Two Papers, $1.50.

V ia B em is .

M

A n g lers’ R etreat H otel,

a in e

W

oods

readers who wish to

Middledam, Maine. subscribe for M a i n e W o o d s m a n , the
Everything con
sidered the trout weekly local paper, can have it at 50
and salmon fish- cents a year in addition to their M a i n e
ingearly and late W o o d s subscription.
This makes both
is equal to that
apers cost only $1.50 a year.
of any locality
in New England
M a i n e W o o d s , Phillips Me.
Richardson lake,
B. Pond, PonUin-river
and
other p l a c e s
within a reasona b 1 e distance,
offer the kind of
sport that gladens the heart of the true angler. Write for beau
tiful illustrated booklet and terms.
LCapt. E. F. Coburn, Proprietor, Middledam, Me.

The riflemen of the Phillips Rifle
club have not been shooting much o f
late, but will probably resume the
sport in the early fall, if not before.

Mrs. L. Schilt and son David o f New
York are at Joseph Emery’ s Lake
House for a 10 weeks’ visit, says the
Kennebec Journal and are the most
ardent fisher folk in that section at
the present time.
They have re
tained the services of John Merrill for
the entire time and are to be found
on the water much o f the time every
day. It is no unusual thing for them to
catch the full quota o f bass allowed by
law, but their experience with salmon
and trout was not strikingly remarkaable until Thursday. As a result o f their
persistence, Thursday morning they
took 14 bass and a salmon which tipped
the scales at seven pounds. It was a
fine, specimen and the company will
have the pleasure of judging the
quality o f the same very soon.

1,

Via Rumford F a l l s .

Gov. and Mrs. William T. Cobb
have accepted an invitation to partici
pate in the annual excursion o f the
Maine Sportsmen’ s Fish and Game as
sociation to Kineo, July 3, and will be
accompanied by President and Mrs.
Calvin Austin of the Eastern Steam
ship Co. o f Boston.

Mr. C. A. Spaulding o f Pierce Pond
Camps, Carratunk, writes under recent
date line that the fishing is excellent
at his plaee. Among others who have
been successful with rod and reel were
the following: Dr. Merservey, 6-pound
trout; Mr. Harris, Madison, 4-pound
trout and Mr. C. S. Humphreys, the
man who was instrumental in stocking
Pierce Pond, an 8-pound salmon. Mr.
Spaulding writes that there are some
40 gue3ts now at his camps.

JUNE

ONE OF THE BIG ONES FROM THE NARROWS IN RICHARDSON LAKE.

Penobscot County.
O n a w a , M e.

J ackm an , M e .

Attean Camps situated as they are on island in
j Attean lake on the Moose River waters. This
lake has 42 islands and is rightly termed the most
beautiful lake in Maine. Twenty-three camps,
100 miles of territory, 40 miles canoeing on Moose
river. Fly and bait fishing. Deer, moose and
partridge shooting. Write for circular.
Holden Bros., Proprietors, Jackman, Me.

R an g eley L akes .

Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
for free circuiar.
Capt. F. C. Barker, Prop’ r, Bemis.
S kinner , M e .

L og Cabin R etreat. One of the finest outings
in the Maine woods. Send for illustrated circuar.
E. A. Boothman.

Camp Onawa. Do not write us for accommodations
during July, August or first half of September,
as all are taken. If you wish to come during the
fall for moose, deer, bear, birds or’ small game,
write us at once.
Young & Buxton, Onawa, Me.

Somerset County.
J ac k m an . M e ., P. O.

G errard’s Camps. Now as the fishing season is
approaching you will want to know where to go
to have the best success, which will be at Spen
cer Lake at Thomas Gerrard’s Camps, where there
are eight ponds within a radius of five miles from
W eld and W ilton .
V ia ASHLAND.
The Maples ami W ayside Inn. Since the close camps, all extra good trout fishing and easy of
The best fishin.r commences May 1st
Oak Point Camps, Portage Lake, Maine, on Fis|i of the season of 1905 at The Maples, overlooking access.
River Waters. Excellent trout and salmon fishing Lake Webb in Weld, I have leased the Wayside and continues throughout the summer. Four
in a great game country. Circulars free.
Inn at Wilton. I will open The Maples on May teen miles from Attean railroad station to camps
by buckboard and boat.
C. J. Orcult, Portage Lake, Maine 1st and beginning on that date the Inn will be in
Thomas Gerrard, Jackman, Me.
charge of Mr. Robert Phillips, who is so well
known in the Dead River region.
P. O. Jackman, Maine
Franklin County.
F. W. Drew, Wilton, Maine.
A fter May 1, Weld, Maine.
Attean Lake Camps forty miles west of Green
ville on the Canadian Pacific Ry. Unsurpassed
R angeley L akes . M e .
fishing, hunting and canoeing for seventy miles on
R an g e le y , M a in e .
Oqnossoc House. Headquarters for commercial the the Moose River. Write for circular. Holden |
Bros proprietors. Long distance telephone.
men and sportsmen. Natt Ellis, Rangeley. Me.
R a n g eley L akes .

Mountain V i e w House isone ot the most modem
up to date summer homes in the state of Maine.
Its beautiful location at the foot of Rangeley
lake on a picturesque cove, gives it many at
tractions, while the best o f hunting is within close
proximity. The boating and canoeing are the
best on the lake; the drives are unsurpassed for
beautiful scenery and the woods around are filled
with delightful paths and trails. Croquet and
tennis grounds adjoin the house. The cuisine is
of the best; fruit,vegetables, fish and game in
their season with plenty of milk and cream. Pure
spring water is furnished the house from a spring
above. Rooms large, well lighted and pleasant.
Hunters find plenty of deer, partridge and wood
cock in the woods near by.
Send for 1906 booklet to
L. E. Bowles, Mountain View House,
Mountain View, Rangeley Lakes, Me.

The attractive camps, close to the
lake at the foot o f the mountain, are Clement R. Hoopes of Elkins Park,
the lucky fishing grounds for many a Penn., are here for a month's stay.
Silas Dunham as usual, is their guide
one.
Since last fall Mr. Ellis has built one and no doubt but what their names
will soon be recorded and their big fish,
cosy, nice log camp and everything a hapoy family in the spring in the
about the place has been put in fine near by brook.
The Wigwam is taken by a Bostonian
shape.
Post office camps receive many call F. S. V Sias. who on Saturday, landed
a 4 1-2-pound salmon and Sunday a
ers for here, Mrs. Ellis not only handles 4-pound trout. Chas Toothaker is his
two daily mails, but sells confectionery, guide. Mr. Sias and wife plan to spend
fruit and other useful articles for the Sunday at King and Bartlett Camps.
John Eastman is guiding C. K. Choat
guests and near by camps.
and J. W. Banks o f Bridgeport, Conn.
Those who cross the carry will be
W. C. Clark, the well known angler
glad to find Bernard Ellis drives the from North Attleboro, Mass., arrived
team again this season. Frank Whid- ! Tuesday. David Haines is Mr. Clark's
den of Boston, who this season is clerk, guide and they will often be heard
from, although but five o f his catch are
is very popular with the guests.
yet recorded, a 3 1-2-pound trout and
The dining room is in charge of Miss three salmon, 6 3-4, 4 1-2 and 4 1-4
Minnie Rodrick o f Skowhegan. Mrs. j pounds.
Mr. and Mrs. F. R. Whall o f Boston
Dunton and daughters, Misses Josie
and friend J. Waldo Nash of Norway
and Jessie Dunton o f Portland, Miss for two weeks have been having good
Gertrude and Miss Hattie Nutting of fishing.
Their 3 and 4-pounders don’t
Rangeley, Miss Amelia Tarcott and count since they had the 10-pounder up
Charlie Green are also employed to the net and he broke the line and esfor the summer by Mr. and Mrs. Ellis. , caped.
Many guests are booked for the sum
Camp Maloma is open. Mr. and Mrs. mer.

A roostook

The bears had a nice house which
they rented from Mr. Camel, and they
wished to remain there the rest of
their days, for they were getting along
in years and did not relish the idea of
moving.
But you know we are not always
able to have everything our own way
in this world, and so it proved to be
with the bears. One day Mr. Camel
decided that he would like to live in

county .;

Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of Heal(l,Pond Camps. 2700 feet above sea level is
Bald Mountain in a good hunting and fishing sec High Mt., at this is Heald Pond Camps. No hay
tion. Steamboat accommodations O. K
Tele fever or Bronchial trouble up here. We have big
phone at camps. Two mails daily. Write for trout, big salmon and big game here too. 51 deer i
and 1 moose were killed here in 1905. Free Booklet j
free circular to
and Descriptive Circular. Large map o f Preserve ;
Amos Ellis. Prop’ r, Bald Mountain, Me.
for 10 cents.
Henry Hughey, Jackman, Me.
Via Farmington .
Clear W ater Camps. First-class hunting.
Via B ingham .
E. G. Gay, Route 1. Farmington. Me.
Carry Pond Camps. Do you love tne woods?
If so spend your vacation at Henry Lane’s camps
Str atton , M e .
where the best troui fishing and hunting can be
H otel Blaneliard. Headquarters for sportsmen ! found in Maine at its distance from carriage
when fishing or hunting. Clean beds and cuisine road. Not only good fishing and hunting but a ;
unexcelled. Largest and best livery in the Dead j fine place to bring your families through the sumi mer months.
River region connected with house. For terms,
Henry J. Lane. Carry Pond, Me.
etc., address.
E. H. Grose, Prop’ r., Stratton, Me.
P. O. C ar r atu n k , M e.
Pierce Pond Camps. Salmon, 20 lbs. Best trout
! fishing. Circular free.
C.'A. Spaulding. I
Via F armington .

Hotel S trong, one o f the finest hotels in the
state o f Maine reopened under the experienced
management of Mrs. Lillian Porter. This wellknown hostelry contains handsome, well equipped
newly furnished commodious apartments, electric
lights, furnace heat, toilet and bath (open plumb
ing throughout.) in fact every up to date conven
ience familiar to guests of the best hotels. It is
the aim of the management to make its excellent
table a special feature of this establishment,
where an endless variety of well cooked dishes is
ever in evidence. Carriages will meet guests at
the depot. The comfort and convenience of the
guests is the study of the management.
O n P hillips & R angeley Railroad .

F l a g st af f , M e .

1The Flagstaff. Fishermen, tourists and hunters that bouse himself, and he sent word
- find this an ideal place to spend their vacation. to the bears that they would have to
Salmon and square tailed trout are found in near |
by lakes, while pickerel fishing in Flagstaff pond move out.
I is unsurpassed. Moose, deer and black bears are
Mr. and Mrs. Bear were almost bro
found here. Small game in abundance. Duck
shooting unexcelled. A delightful fifty mile canoe ken hearted. They did not know what
trip to Rig Soencer ake.
to do. for. look as hard as they could,
Frank^Savage'Mr.. ’ Flagstaff,"Me.
they were unable to find another house

Washington County.
G rand L ak e S tr eam , M e .

Ouananiche L odge and Sunset Camps, Wash
R edin gton Camps and! Cottages. Good accom ington Co., Maine. For the fisherman. A dead
modations, with best hunting and fishing. One i sure place for a satisfactory catch. The vacationminute’s walk from Redington station. Write for ist. An ideal spot for an outing. The hunter is
circular.
J. F. Hough, Prop’ r.,
in the center of the Washington county game
P. O. Rangeley, Me.
I belt. SecondQto none in Maine. Open fireplaces.
D ead

river region

Black B rook Camps.
If you want to catch
jilenty of trout and see plenty of deer, write to
J. G. Harlow, Dead River, Maine, for circular.
Via Ra n g eley .
Dead R iv e r Pond Camps. One and one-half
miles from railroad. No better lake or stream
trout fishing. First-class hunting. Camps newly
furnished throughout. Telephone, daily mail, ex
cellent spring water, good table bountifully sup
plied with farm produce. The ideal place for
women and children. $2.00 per day. Special
rates by the month. Address,
Dr. J. R. Kittridge, Farmington, Me. or John G.
Coburn, Lewiston, Me.
running water, good beds, clean wholesome food.
Reasonable service.
Steam Launches, Teams,
V ia M aine Central Railroad .
Canoes and Rowboats. Send for 1906 c -cular.
Look
us
up
at
Sportsmen’s
Shows. W. G Rose
Stoddard
House,
Farmington.
Remodeled
throughout. Newly furnished. Circulars. E. F. 108 Water St.. Boston, Mass.; Grand Lake
Stream,
Washington
County,
Me.I April to
Look, Proprietor.
November.
M ercer , M a in e .

B oarding.
New line of camps on Belgrade
Lakes, first season everything new, good fishing
and hunting in season. Send for booklet. Ad
dress J. H. Littlefield.
Via R an g eley .

K ennebago Lake House on the shore o f Kennebago Lake. One of the best hunting sections.
Good fishing every day in the season. Excellent
accommodations. Address,
Richardson Bros., Proprietors,
Kennebago, Me.

mJ
BIG TEARS STREAMED OUT OF THEIR EXES.

New Hampshire.
Ra n g e le y L akes .

Lakeside House, on Umbagog, a most picturesque
retreat, charming scenery, beautiful drives, excel
lent boating, good hunting. Send for booklet.
E. H. Davis. Proprietor, Lakeside, N. H.

into which to move.
W hen the day came for the bears to
get out they did not know where to go.
But go they had to, and go they did.
j
! Down the road they marched side by
■ side, while great big tears streamed
out o f their eyes.
W hen they reached the top of a hill
about a mile from the house they had
just left they turned to take a fare
well look at it.
And what do you
think?
The house had disappeared!
They had no more than got out o f it
when a big gust of wind came along
and blew it down in a mass of planks
and boards upon the ground. • Not one
piece remained attached to another.
“ W h a t a lucky thing for us!” ex
claimed Mr. Bear joyfully.
“ I f we
had not got out when we did we
would have been crushed to pieces.”
And, indeed, they would have been.
They were certainly fortunate, for a
little farther on down the road they
found the tiger fam ily moving out of
a real nice house, and the bears se
cured that one and lived there until
the end of their days.—Chicago Trib
une.

D ead River Region .

The Sargent is a new hotel, up to date in every
particular. It is Maine’s Ideal Family Vacation
Resort. Cusine unsurpassed. Further particulars
by addressing,
A. B. Sargent, Proprietor, Eustis, Me.
V ia P hillips & R angeley R ail r o ad .

Greene’s Farm and Cottages. I have purchased
Greene’s Farm and Cottages and invite sports
men and all who are looking for a delightful
place to spend their summer vacation to write me
for a free circular and any particulars upon
whic1' they may want to be informed. We have
fishing, hunting and the best of roads. Daily
stage to all parts of the Dead River Rogion.
Alhion Savage, Prop’ r., Greene’s Farm,
Coplin. Maine.
P hillips M e .

H illcroft. Summer boarders taken. No invalids
or children. Circulars.
W . S. Skolfield.
E ustis. M e.

ONE OF MAINE’S BEAUTY SPOTS.

Tim Pond Camps. Situated in the Dead ' River
Region, 2,000 feet above the sea level. In the
heart of Maine’s best hunting ground. Write for
further particulars to
Julian K. Viles, Eustis, Me.

THREE HAPPY FISHERMEN.

